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Introduction
This submission uses my expertise and experience as a qualified hydrologist who has worked in South Australia
over 45 years, initially in the EWS Department as Principal Hydrologist for 19 years. Subsequently in the
various State Departments involved in water planning and regulation, then as a private consultant in water
systems modelling. My clients have included the Mawson Lakes design teams, SA Water and many Local
Councils, principally the Salisbury Council in the design and operation of its many stormwater harvesting
schemes.
I have been an informed critic of water supply and sewerage planning in SA from the late 1980’s and have
continuously investigated, written and spoken on this matter ever since. In summary, my position is that, over
the past three decades, those responsible for water supply and sewerage planning (either directly or indirectly
and at all levels of public administration) have not heeded the need for, or opportunities to investigate
alternative layouts and operation of these inherited water assets in order to meet the many challenges arising
from the significantly changing social and environmental circumstances.
In particular, over the past 30 years there has been a growing realisation that advances in water treatment
technologies have enabled previously polluted and unused sewer and urban drainage flows to be ‘cleansed’ and
made useable. The locations of these ‘new’ waters are inherently close to the urban water demand locations.
Before the emergence of this new situation, a vast network of pipes had been established to transport all water
supplies from the River Murray and Mt Lofty catchment sources to all parts of the State. At the same time two
other extensive networks have been built to export the generated, previously unused polluted waters away from
the demand areas, mainly to the sea.
All three of the ‘traditional’ import and export networks are now aging and must either be renewed at great
expense in their inherited layouts, or new, possibly less expensive layouts could be investigated and introduced
which can utilise the new, more closely located ‘cleansed’ sources. The new layouts will be designed to also
meet the growth in demand for a wider range of water services. Because of the size and complexity of the
systems, considerable research will be needed to investigate the optimal new layouts and their progressive
modification to avoid (where possible) replacement of the long, large diameter expensive pipelines. No research
with this objective has ever been undertaken in SA.
In SA the manner of corporatisation of SA Water has largely insulated its operations from the need for change.
The requirement to make a large profit from its short-term operations has also inhibited investigation into capital
expenditure on new, alternative long-term infrastructure layouts. This has been despite considerable uptake of
elements of the ‘new’ water planning principles by Local Government in upgrading its urban water drainage
networks.

Submission Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations.
With respect to the SA Water Regulatory Determination 2020, I have found the report by the Chair of the
Customer Negotiation Committee (CNC), as set up by ESCOSA to assist in the planning and review processes,
to be far more helpful in providing an understanding of the details of, and apparent reasons for many elements
of the SA Water Plan, than the Plan itself.
My major finding in this submission is that the SA Water RD 2020 plan appears dangerously unresponsive to
major long-term risks, particularly those associated with climate change and aging assets. The participation by
the CNC in the planning process, as initiated by ESCOSA, has been tremendously beneficial in enabling any
‘prudent and efficient’ assessments by customers/others on the likely outcomes of the SA Water plans. The
recommendations of the CNC Chair for even greater participation by customer/other groups in drawing up
future plans will be vital (and are thus strongly supported) in continuing the improvement of future plans,

particularly with respect to climate change. This submission notes that (possibly very fortunately and
coincidentally), the introduction of the Landscape Act by the present Government implies that the responsibility
for regional water planning in this emerging era of climate change will fall to the new Landscape Boards.
If/where this responsibility includes water supply and sewerage service outcomes, planning would then have to
become a joint cooperative responsibility of SA Water and the Landscape (NRM) Boards.
While the RD 20 Plan proposes further wastewater recycling (possibly, but not identified as a response to
climate change), the intended recipients of the new supply are mainly new and distant customers at a cost which
will be subsidised directly or indirectly by SA Water’s existing customers. The only other source planned for
possible supply augmentation is sea-water desalination, which has been shown to be the most costly of all likely
sources. This outcome does not relieve demand pressure on the pre-existing, dwindling water sources.
Disappointingly, no mention is made of the availability of stormwater despite the size, low salinity, spatial
distribution and growth potential of this source, nor all the existing harvesting schemes and distribution pipe
networks established by local government.
Despite the ‘Water for Good’ report; the 2014 DEWNR report ‘Transitioning Adelaide to a Water Sensitive
City’; the success of the Mawson Lakes water system; the many stormwater and WSUD schemes established by
Local Councils; the intention to ‘Green Adelaide’; etc., no mention is made of the large potential for increased
supply augmentation at a lower cost using the possibility of cooperative planning for the integration of
wastewater, urban stormwater and other sources to augment future supplies.
Appendix O of the SA Water Report presents information on the longer term asset plans but does not provide
any details on the pipe and sewer pipe infrastructures which form the bulk of the assets. In particular, any likely
‘bulge’ in costs as the older pipes/sewers reach the ends of their operational lives and need to be replaced or
modified is not identified. Does this bulge still exist? What is the SA Water strategy to deal with it – or avoid it?
Nor is mention made of the effect that low-cost decentralised energy and new methods for water storage in
regional groundwater aquifers could have on reducing pumping and treatment costs and thence the replacement
costs for large diameter long-distance bulk transfer mains.
Following the Mawson Lakes and similar demonstrations, alternative directions for achieving more sustainable
water planning outcomes have been increasingly developed worldwide. New paradigms of cooperative, multisources, multi-purpose, integrated infrastructure water planning and operating partnerships have been repeatedly
promoted to meet the greater complexity of demands from these systems and to avoid the risks and damages
associated with the past planning outcomes. These new planning processes address the whole of the local water
cycle and seek optimum asset layouts to provide maximum local and regional benefits, not only in water supply
and sewerage services but also in a wide range of additional social and (low carbon) environmental outcomes
(eg flooding and pollution reduction, drought resistance, biodiversity, soil and groundwater storage, urban
cooling and greening, aesthetics).
The SA Government appears to seek the broad beneficial outcomes of this new paradigm via many of its
programmes, but has failed to establish an administrative planning and operations structure which includes
cooperation by the large multi-skilled SA Water resource base. It appears vital that ESCOSA brings this to the
attention of the Government if the least cost/long-term sustainability challenges it has presented to SA Water are
to be achieved, along with the success of the Government’s other water related projects. The recommendations
of the CNC report in respect to the need to bring greater independent/informed ‘customer/other’ participation
into SA Water planning is strongly supported. It is suggested that three urgent changes should be made:




A single agency should be established to act as the water planning ‘lead shop’ in developing
partnerships with all land and water agencies involved in operations affecting the local or regional
water cycles. The plans will address all waters within the natural and engineered systems in the
regions, including imported water, catchment runoff, urban stormwater, wastewater, soil water and
groundwater.
SA Water’s charter should be changed to ensure it becomes a fully cooperative member of this
partnership providing the major resources to undertake a re-design of the State’s water assets as a
multi-purpose, multi water source, self-funding plan providing benefits to all South Australians.



Operations of the water supply and wastewater services within this overall plan could be continued as a
separate cooperative commercial function.
A program of ongoing research should be initiated to continue to investigate and (as indicated by the
outcomes) move the present water asset bases into a new long-term layout which responds to emerging
technologies, social and climate changes and provides the least-cost optimal broader range of water
related services now sought by, and potentially available for all South Australians.

Supporting Evidence
The SA Water Plan, as presented is very opaque in respect to supporting details. Very few alternatives to the
majority of proposals are given. However, in view of the emergence of the ‘paradigm shift’ in water planning
taking place and its dependency on participatory and cooperative planning, by far the most pressing
‘alternatives’ in respect to SA Water planning will be to continue with the changes already initiated by ESCOSA
with the planning framework itself - but considerably expanded in the manner suggested (for example) for the
water planning processes according to the recommendations made in the CNC report.
The Landscape Act appears to be a possible vehicle whereby such a change could be made, but this opportunity
does not yet appear to have been identified/discussed by the authors of this new Act. This may be a starting
point for ESCOSA to bring the need for, and this opportunity to the attention of the government.
In view of the above, only two related proposals contained in the SA Water Plan (both related to the Bolivar
Wastewater Treatment Plant) are discussed in any detail as an example where alternatives have been and are
continuing to be overlooked. These are the recently planned and commenced NAIS scheme (CNC page 47) and
the intended upgrading of the plant’s inlet capacity (CNC page 73).
In addition, four paper/articles written by myself over the past 30 years are attached. These are highly relevant
to the present urban water planning situation. The first identifies the need for change in both technology and
planning structures from the viewpoint of 1990. The second is a partially finished report to the Building Better
Cities project laying out the logic for adoption of decentralised small-scale water systems. The third describes
the modelling of water systems for Adelaide in which wastewater and stormwater are integrated into the supply
mix and used for all non-potable uses. This indicates that the sources and aquifer capacities beneath the city
would be sufficient to carry this system through a 100 year drought under a future growth and climate change
scenario. The fourth is the November 2013 Richard Clark and Associates submission to ESCOSA on SA Water
pricing, which provides further data and may still assist in my quest for more ‘hydrologically’ efficient
approaches to water planning in SA.

Critique of SA Water Plans for Bolivar Upgrade and NAIS Recycling
The Bolivar wastewater plant treats sewage effluent generated from the northern, eastern and south-central parts
of Adelaide over about 60% of the city’s area. The average annual through-flow has grown to about 60 GL/a.
Peak rates of inflow are now reaching their designed limit and an upgrade is required to increase the capacity of
the inlet works and thus avoid potential problems with quality control of the treatment process. A cost of $23m
is estimated. No alternative has been identified by SA Water to avoid or reduce this cost.
A large proportion of the inflow to Bolivar comes from the Gawler area. This is a growth area and is closer to
the existing Virginia and proposed NAIS irrigation areas, both of which will be supplied with ‘recycled’ treated
wastewater from Bolivar. An obvious alternative to upgrading the capacity of the Bolivar plant would be to
locate a new treatment plant close to Gawler and provide irrigation water from there. It is understood that this
alternative may have actually been considered and rejected. However it is believed that the further
considerations listed below may not have been considered which might have supported a re-consideration of this
alternative.
With respect to the NAIS scheme, its justification was that the overall benefits generated by the treatment and
distribution of 12 GL/a of Bolivar effluent to an area 30 kms north of Gawler in food production and

employment would be greater than that of the only other considered alternative of providing the additional
upgraded treatment of this water required by the EPA for its continued discharge to the sea. Once again, other
alternatives for reducing the costs of the NAIS scheme, or providing a greater benefit/cost ratio in recycling
some or all of the 12 GL/a via some other scheme, were not considered.
In respect to these two schemes, the Mawson Lakes scheme stands as a successful demonstration of how mixing
wastewater and stormwater improves the benefit/cost for the recipients of the mix and greatly enlarges the
recipient customer base over which the benefits and costs can be spread (see further below). The basic system
design conditions over the whole of the north Adelaide area adjacent to the Bolivar plant are similar to those at
Mawson Lakes. The breakup and decentralisation of the sewerage system can reduce the cost of reuse of the
treated effluent, delay upgrades of the downstream treatment plants and reduce source pressure on the supply
sources.
Listed below are factors which, if taken together, appear to offer many other alternatives with potentially
significantly greater benefits at lower costs. These are:
1.

The combined average annual flow of all the surface flow channels into the sea between Dry Ck. (just
to the S. of Bolivar) up to and including the Gawler River to the N. is about 22 GL/a. 13 GL/a of this is
in the Gawler River itself, just adjacent to the irrigation areas. Upstream of Gawler are dams where the
flow is considerably greater and from which irrigation water could be released and gravity fed by
pipeline to the developing irrigation areas.
2. Gawler is a future growth area and the sewers are being continuously extended further northwards over
longer distances with the downstream trunk main flows reaching towards their full design capacity. A
treatment plant at Gawler designed for re-use would be an alternative to ever expansion of the Bolivar
plant. (Many other sites for decentralisation and reuse of treated wastewater exist throughout
Adelaide).
3. Aquifers which have been used extensively for irrigation exist under the whole of the north Adelaide
plains area. Previous over-supply from this aquifer has created space available for recharge from any of
the surface flows to buffer against their variability as source waters for irrigation and/or non-potable
supplies to new or existing customers.
4. The Salisbury, Munno Para and Tea Tree Councils have established extensive stormwater harvesting
schemes from the stormwater drains from Dry Ck. to Smith Ck. (just S. of the Gawler River) which
have a combined flow of 9 GL/a. Present schemes are harvesting 3.8 Gl/a (Richard Clark and
Associates 2015). The actual supplies are less on account of poor operational performance and a lack of
customers, wary of the likely unreliability of the supplies. An extensive network of purple pipes has
been established to distribute this water, mainly for irrigation of school and council open spaces. The
extent of the purple pipe networks is shown on Figure1. A pipe link to supply treated wastewater from
Bolivar to this network for augmentation and increased supply reliability would be simple and would
create capability to expand the schemes to domestic and industrial users similar to the Mawson Lakes
scheme.
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6.

Figure, or planned or established post-2010, are not shown. The networks are now large and rapidly
growing. The majority of the networks are owned either by i) SA Water, distributing treated bulk
wastewater only, mainly for irrigation of crops and open spaces, or ii) Local Government bodies,
distributing treated stormwater only, mainly for irrigation of school and council open spaces.
An alternative to upgrading the treatment capacity at Bolivar and any other treatment plant reaching its
operational capacity would be to treat part of its inflow at one or more upstream locations. Flow
reduction could be done by sewer mining, with the treated effluent used via cooperation with the
relevant upstream councils in providing treated wastewater to be mixed with their harvested stormwater
in the manner used at Mawson Lakes. Recycling the wastewater back to the customer base which
generated it reduces pressure on the ‘traditional’ sources, provides the greater array of customer
benefits and reduces costs and risks. No schemes such as this have been considered despite their
obvious potential economic, social and environmental advantages.

Only the Mawson Lakes system, which constitutes a very small southern part of the Salisbury Council network
in Figure 1, distributes a mix of the two waters for all non-potable uses (including toilet flushing as well as
garden and open space irrigation) to all domestic, commercial and industrial customers in its area. Evidence
suggests that only this network approaches both full non-potable supply reliability and true commercial
viability. This combination is assured by a mix of system attributes which take advantage of the different
seasonality of the two sources, their inherent qualities (particularly their salinities), their relatively small flow
variability and thus their small requirement for storage which can be located in the underlying aquifers. The
commercial viability is assured because the flow reliability is assured and the customer base is sufficiently large,
stable, diverse and ‘captured’ to achieve the necessary economies of scale at this smaller scale. Potable water
needs are supplied from the SA Water mains system. The mains supply is only 50% of the total supply demand
but its existence provides further perceived reliability of supply to the customers.
The SA Water customers at Mawson Lakes pay for one system of integrated operational water infrastructures
providing the broader range of personal and community services in reliable, affordable potable and non-potable
water supplies, sewage disposal, flood mitigation, cooling, biodiversity, aesthetics and reduced coastal pollution.
Logic applied to available data, shows that the likely total true cost of this system must be less that that being
paid directly or indirectly by other SA Water customer situated elsewhere who are paying two water service
providers using non-integrated networks for the same benefits.
This model for ‘integrated system’ multi-purpose water planning is transferrable to many other (including
remote) locations in SA, possibly augmented by sea or marginal groundwater desalination. It would have
particular application where the true costs of water supply via long distance pipelines are high and treatment and
storage conditions can be found to utilise these previously unused wastewater, stormwater and groundwater
sources.
It is relevant to this submission that Mawson Lakes only originated during the period of innovation initiated via
the MFP project. The project was ‘rescued’ from embarrassing failure by a ‘once-off’ partnership led by Delfin
Lend Lease. SA Water was largely absent during this period while it was involved in its corporatisation process.
The water systems design was largely a copy of the winning design by Richard Clark for the MFP 60 house
‘trial site’ at New Haven Village. This was extended and modified for the much larger Mawson Lakes site in
conjunction with consultant KBR.

Cooperation rather than Competition.
The Corporatisation of SA Water occurred at the time that principles of ‘pay for use’ and increased competition
were adopted by many governments as a means of increasing systems efficiency. Water supply and sewerage
disposal were seen as ‘natural monopoly’ operations and, as such, were correctly (generally) seen as not suitable
for privatisation. Corporation kept the ownership of assets in the public hands but charged SA Water to extract
profit for the government from its operation of these assets according to private enterprise business methods.
Competition was seen to be introduced by outsourcing the operation of the existing assets to competitive
tenderers, while SA Water retained responsibility for system planning and business functions. Improvements in

efficiency were sought by ESCOSA essentially ‘competing’ with SA Water by challenging it to comply with or
exceed increasingly efficient targets.
In theory third parties could participate in the operations, but this has usually been resisted by SA Water by
using commercial-in-confidence clauses as a means of withholding critical data required by parties in drawing
up proposals or making regulatory assessments.
Major flaws in this mode of operation are now becoming apparent. Water planning has become highly complex
and must be holistic in all respects on account of the source waters becoming increasingly scarce in relation to
the increased range and intensity of demands placed on them. Moreover, access to a particular range of these
services is deemed ‘essential’ and must be shared equitably across the whole population. The only model able to
plan satisfactorily under these circumstances must be participatory and cooperative, with a single trusted multiskilled agency to make the decisions which are optimum to all the participating parties.
A growing number of researchers have started to address this situation. Unfortunately, with the abolition of the
South Australian Water Resources Council several years ago, no single trusted agency now has responsibility
for cross agency cooperation in this area.
Can ESCOSA assist in bringing this situation to the notice of the Government?
Richard Clark
Dec 20th 2019.

Ecologically Sustainable Water Management -Threat or Opportunity?
Water Board Conference, Sydney University, 15th Nov. 1993

IS BIG REALLY BEST?
Richard D.S. Clark
CSIRO Urban Water Systems Research Program PO Bag 2, Urrbrae, South Australia.

ABSTRACT
Australian state and local government water supply, wastewater and drainage agencies face significantly
increased costs to meet upgraded environmental and health regulations. At the same time they must
fund major asset replacement programs from generally weak financial positions, characterised by
incomplete cost recovery and high debt.
The solutions to these difficulties are presently perceived in terms of changed financial, regulatory and
organisational arrangements to operate an essentially unchanged asset base.
The CSIRO believes that these changes do not address the 'core' problems of sustainability facing the
water industry and has commenced a 3 year program to investigate different alternatives to the present
methods of water service provision. Included amongst these are alternatives based on a hypothesis that
future urban water services could be structured into much smaller self-contained, units, able to
additionally market environmental services. These focus on the use of local stormwater, treated effluent
and groundwater, via 'integrated', multi-purpose designs.
Under this scenario, economies of subtlety and diversification (based on upgraded information systems)
will increasingly replace the previously perceived economies of standardisation and large scale. Funds
will be withdrawn from bulk transport components of water systems and used to establish upgraded and
more ubiquitous water treatment components.
If, via the demonstration of the viability of these new small scale systems and system components, this
hypothesis is shown to be true, then, assuming an increasingly competitive business environment and
without significant further adjustment, the present large scale water agencies would be at risk. The
earliest sign of this would be the defection from the large scale systems of its largest customers (those
being the most able to economically access the alternative systems).
A too rapid and uncontrolled defection would result in price rises for the large numbers of small
customers, who do not have economic access to alternative water sources.
A preferred option would be for the existing water service providers to decentralise, form partnerships
with local councils and land developers and undertake investigations on means of redeploying and
downsizing their existing infrastructure.
Examples from South Australia are used to illustrate points which are believed to be fairly general
throughout SE Australia.
1. OVERVIEW OF WATER AGENCY FUNDAMENTALS
1.1 Financial position.
The water industry is characterised by heavy investment in fixed, single purpose, long lived, large scale
capital assets.
Figure 1 shows the rate of establishment of publicly funded water and wastewater assets in South
Australia and projected rates of funding for asset replacement. (Figures and Tables at end of paper).

Table 1 shows that the bulk of the assets is in pipes and channels. About one third are involved in bulk
transport of water into or out of the urban areas. The average economic life of the assets is estimated at
about 80 years. The start of the major upswing in asset replacement costs will depend on the life-spans
actually achieved.
Table 2 shows the distribution of expenditure for the South Australian water authority (EWSD). About
one third is related to debt repayment on the level of past capital investment. Currently, revenue (rather
than borrowing) is used to fund capital expansion. Tripled asset replacement costs over the next 30
years translate to only a 10% price increase. However this increase, alone, does not appear to be
sufficient to cope with the longer-term asset replacement problem.
Industry investigations have concluded that the heavily indebted agencies will be driven to further
undesirable levels of indebtedness if they have to borrow to finance non-income generating
environmental enhancements (AWRC, 1991). This is an additional problem facing all agencies. In SA,
environment related programs estimated to cost in the order of $1000 million have been identified.
Spreading these over a similar 30 year period would indicate a further 10% price increase.
In view of the above, means of avoiding the replacement of low revenue generating assets, or replacing
them in such a way as to increase service related revenue, would appear to be of strategic importance to
the water industry.
1.2 Organisational Changes.
The water industry is undergoing rapid change in response to micro-economic and environmental
pressures. Regulatory powers are being transferred from the operating agencies to external
bureaucracies in order to reduce conflicts of interest within what is still perceived to be a 'natural'
monopoly area.
With respect to size, two trends are emerging:


the large centralised water agencies are rapidly forming smaller business units, provided with
greater autonomy and clearer performance objectives.



amalgamations and partnerships are being sought between different resource and interest groups
for more efficient operation in respect to the complex and often conflicting requirements of the
customers and/or environments in which the services are provided.

Integrated catchment management has been widely promoted as a means of organising water related
interest groups within catchment boundaries. In SA this arrangement has not ventured into the realm of
the catchment as the basis of sustainable water businesses.
2. THE OLD PARADIGM
The urban water industry has grown around the continuous acceptance of certain basic assumptions,
viz:


insufficient water of a suitable quality is generally available from local urban sources to satisfy the
needs of proposed new developments. Therefore water must be imported from external
catchments



local runoff generated from impervious areas has no resource value and can be disposed
downstream with no treatment. similarly



wastewater resulting from the provision of water supplies has no value and should be disposed
downstream at the least cost compatible with environmental pollution requirements



uniform pricing policies which result in major cross subsidies between 'customer' groups are
justified on social justice grounds, and



low costs can be achieved by standardisation of designs and economies of large scale.

3. THE NEW PARADIGM
In the light of micro-economic reforms, emerging technologies and public demands for higher
environmental and public health standards, these assumptions are being increasingly questioned and a
new paradigm of sustainability, is emerging which virtually stands the old assumptions on their heads
(Clark, 1990; Niemczynowicz, 1992) . The new 'assumptions' are that:


as stormwaters and wastewater effluents are treated to higher environmental standards, their
resource value increases. The costs of providing the additional treatment can, inter alia, be
defrayed by sale of the upgraded waters



if the local variations in availability and demand for water are analysed, sufficient water can
generally be found from local stormwater and wastewaters to satisfy most needs at an affordable
treatment cost, thus avoiding the need for bulk water to be imported and exported from urban
areas



urban wetlands and storage/treatment trenches provide multiple benefits in water supply, flood
mitigation, pollution reduction and local amenity enhancement and can potentially provide high
revenue streams in relation to their capital and operating costs



the lower seasonal variability of urban runoff and effluent production reduces the size of
overseason and drought storage required. In general, sufficient storage can be economically
located within urban areas to provide for a completely localised, sustainable water supply system,
and



the removal of uniform pricing policies and regulations which enforce standardisation, encourages
the introduction of large scale restructuring providing quantum efficiency improvements and major
benefits to all. Social equity concerns can be addressed during restructuring process.

4. CSIRO URBAN WATER SYSTEM RESEARCH PROGRAM
In reviewing the current trends in the water industry CSIRO concluded that productive areas for research
lay in the development of small scale water systems. A 3 year Urban Water Systems Research
Program has been established with an initial budget of $3 million.
The aims of the Program are compatible with an investigation of the new assumptions listed above, via:


the development of a series of models and data bases to test the hydrologic feasibility and basic
economics of different system layouts to achieve greater local sustainability



the testing, refinement and development of technologies compatible with the 'local' systems to
overcome specific technology gaps and/or assist in reducing component costs



the identification of ways in which existing infrastructures could be downsized and/or redeployed to
allow the transfer to a more localised approach, with minimum social and financial disruption.

The implications of success in demonstrating the feasibility of this approach are very large and represent
both threats and opportunities to existing water businesses. For this reason the UWSRP recognises the
importance of working in close cooperation with the water industry.
5. WATER SERVICE CUSTOMERS, PAYMENTS AND DEMANDS
Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of water use by the approx 0.5 million customers of the EWSD
in SA. The distribution is highly skewed with only a small proportion of customers taking a large
proportion of the supply. A similar diagram could be drawn for the distribution of annual water accounts
paid. Such a skewed demand distribution would apply to all urban water agencies.

The large water account customers are either large water users or owners of high valued properties.
These 'large' customers fall into three categories. The following notes apply to their demand for water
and potential for establishing self-supply:
Industrial: Many industries only need second class water; seasonal demand variability is generally
low; access to space, technologies and skills is high and availability of roof runoff is often
considerable. Rainwater or groundwater offer a more constant quality source for certain
processes than mains water. This sector has a high potential for self-sufficiency.
Commercial: Most would require drinking standard water only, with a low seasonal demand
variation; access to space might be low; prices paid by the commercial sector for water services
are often very high (Eg. average of $9.30/Kl for water and sewer rates in Adelaide CBD) giving a
high incentive for self-sufficiency under present pricing policies.
Public Institutions: Many have high demands, with high seasonal variation, for second class water
to irrigate surrounds and recreation areas. Access to land and alternate water resources is often
high. This sector therefore also has high potential for self-sufficiency.
The bulk of the customers are individual householders taking 150-450 Kl/yr with 50% of their water used
for constant rate in-house use and 50% for seasonal garden irrigation. Most of the steady in-house
component is disposed to the sewers. In Adelaide each service is supported by $15, 000 (replacement
value) of public water supply and sewerage infrastructure and $2,000 of drainage infrastructure.
Additional water infrastructure costs borne by land developers (say $1,500 to $2,000 per service) are
usually handed on in the house sale price. These costs are recovered by the mortgage companies and
are not returned to the water managers.
Self-sufficiency in water for the residential sector can only come about economically in areas of higher
rainfall and/or easy access to good groundwater. Group schemes could be feasible if the organisational
problems could be solved.
The commercial sector, in particular, and large water users, in general, subsidise the small residential
customers. The metropolitan customers, as a whole, also subsidise the country customers. In SA,
approx $25 million pa profit on metropolitan operations is used to subsidise unprofitable operations in
country regions involving only about 15% of the total customer base.
In country regions the average investment of public funds in water supply infrastructure (only) is
frequently in excess of $50,000 per service. This figure arises almost entirely from the long lengths of
mains established to service country areas (comprising up to 85% of the invested capital). If losses on
country services were to be eliminated by charging true costs, the prices would have to rise by several
times.
Sewerage infrastructure for smaller country towns is usually funded by local councils and, for inland
towns, the effluent is usually evaporated. By using stormwater, effluent and local sources, many towns
could be self-sufficient, possibly using water carting during drought.
These facts are presented to indicate that demands for water and productions of wastewater are highly
variable in terms of volume, quality and seasonal variability. The technologies to be used to achieve
least costs would require in-depth investigation. Only a decentralised organisation, with close contact to
individual customers, could provide this level of service.
6. THE EMERGING RESIDENTIAL/SOCIAL DEMAND SITUATION
With progressive deregulation, 'pay for use' and economic reform, alternative cheaper sources would be
sought by, or on behalf of many large metropolitan water users and most country users. The defection
of these groups from the water system would leave the bulk of the customers, mainly the metropolitan
residential sector, to continue to support the existing system.
This continued support could only occur in conjunction with significantly increased prices. The possibility
of stimulating a falling demand/rising price spiral, with undesirable social consequences, is the problem
faced by deregulators of the water industry. For this reason the situation requires close analysis and a
careful review of the requirements of this sector.

There is no doubt that the majority of residents wish to continue to have direct access to drinking water
of the highest standard and the convenience of in-house wastewater disposal facilities (but not
necessarily water toilets). However, with the growth of affluence and knowledge, these existing demands
are overlain by additional ones.
A recent planning review of water requirements for the Adelaide northern development area identified
enlightened water management as a key regional strategy to overcome ingrained problems of structural
unemployment and environmental and social deprivation. 'Priority' areas for water management were
seen to be:


a 'greener' urban environment with water features, linear parks and irrigated recreation areas



reduced drainage costs, particularly in view of the considerable distance to the coast and flat
grades



additional low cost water to sustain additional green features and, if possible, to allow expansion
of employment opportunities in local industries, including the irrigated horticultural industry which
is currently restricted by a deteriorating groundwater situation



reduction of marine pollution caused by discharges from the Bolivar sewage treatment plant and,
to a lesser extent, from urban generated stormwater



a reduction of flooding and/or improved access to flood insurance.

It is apparent that major business opportunities lie in stormwater management, if means for recovery of
costs can be found. This is addressed further, below.
Water planning is only one facet of urban planning and future water management strategies must be
developed within a framework of future urban strategies.
7. INTEGRATED WATER SERVICE SYSTEMS
Newman and others have argued that, to achieve greater sustainability, cities of the future should be
restructured into smaller, more compact sub-units. The importance of taking an integrated approach to
water, land, energy. and transport planning has been recognised. A decentralised restructuring of water
services could be an important strategic component of future urban re-structuring (Mouritz and Newman,
1991; Newman 1992).
Figure 3 shows the layout of a typical 'integrated' water service system. This design has as its core
objective the provision of the broad array of customer requirements identified above at a minimum cost.
In the diagram all in-house water is assumed to be supplied from raintanks or external mains. Layouts
for total self sufficiency for local communities or even households can be designed.
Different layouts and component sizes will be required in different locations, depending particularly on
rainfall and climate, ratios of impervious to irrigated areas, housing densities and the existence of
rechargeable aquifers.
Both the EWSD and Melbourne Water have established such models to check on the water flow
dynamics and costs of alternative layouts. Future versions will be designed from the outset to interact
with the 'customers' on the best way of providing the broad range of services.
Trials of the EWSD model (Clark and Cresswell, 1993) have shown that the majority of urban
communities in South Australia, with access to rechargeable aquifers, can be virtually self-sufficient for
their water supplies using local roof runoff, stormwater, groundwater and recycled wastewaters.
The economics of the system depend on the matching of the quantity and quality of water availability to
those of water demand. The majority of investigations in SA have used the layout shown and indicate
costs for dual class water comparable to those of the existing single class system. However, whilst the
costs may be comparable, the integrated system internalises costs which will inevitably start to increase

the costs of the existing system. Even with a low annual rainfall of 45Omm, the requirement for mains
water was halved over a 20 year simulation period. Other benefits of the 'integrated' system appear to
be considerable (see Appendix).
The key technologies relate to overseason and drought storage and the extent, cost and reliability of the
various types of treatment which can be provided to different water streams, including the operation of
multi-purpose wetlands. Many investigations providing information on the feasibility of the approach
have been carried out world-wide. One of the tasks of the UWSRP will be to research and collate
standardised information on these, within a systems approach.
The assembly and operation of these models depends on the availability of large amounts of data on:


land availability and water production under different development scenarios



performance of different system components and costs and life-spans of physical assets.

Both planning and design models will be needed. The planning models would be of the 'decision
support' type, in which the emphasis would be on the breadth of information covered and flexibility in
producing a wide range of easy to understand outputs, in respect to system interactions and
performance sensitivities. Similar models will be used to assess the effects of different regulation
options.
Within the UWSRP, CSIRO is developing a system for conjunctive data storage/management and
model selection/operation, suited to multi-objective catchment planning.
8. THE NEED FOR PARTNERSHIPS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
The feasibility of the introduction of the new approach rests on two interacting considerations, ie, that:


the systems can be demonstrated to be feasible and desirable



water authorities can restructure their business finances to progressively divert capital expenditure
from bulk water and sewer mains and large scale treatment works to smaller scale systems
compatible planning and pricing policies are introduced.

Numerous examples exist world-wide to show that, technically, the components will work satisfactorily
and can be assembled in the layouts indicated. Technical areas requiring attention include:


the assembly and manipulation of the wide array of data which is required to design and operate
the systems, and



the satisfactory measurement and control of rapidly varying water quality parameters

If communities wish to establish integrated water systems, then partnerships between the water
authorities and local councils appear to be inevitable on three accounts:


the designs of the integrated systems will require a close cooperation at the design stage. Their
operation will require agreements on legal responsibility for performance outcomes. A partnership
arrangement would reduce risks and costs in this respect.



councils have access to local stormwater themselves, and, via planning regulations, control
access by others. Hence they may be party to the defection of larger users of non-contact water to
this cheaper water source, possibly via local schemes developed by themselves. A partnership
arrangement would allow the water authority to share profits in these schemes



an existing suitable mechanism for recovery of the additional environmental benefits gained via
the integrated design exists in the council rating system. A partnership would enable the land
related benefits provided by the schemes to be returned to the partnership for maintenance and
further scheme development.

A series of formal partnerships would bring together the land zoning, building and site management
regulation powers of the local councils with the large financial base and water expertise of the water
authorities.
The integrated management of land and water has been widely accepted as a highly desirable goal.
Experience suggests that if a sufficiently strong financial incentive for cooperation was recognised and
appropriate regulations were introduced, many of the constraints to closer cooperation might disappear.
The integrated systems approach indicates the form of physical infrastructure layout able to provide for
new and expanded ranges of customer services. The partnership approach is indicated as the
mechanism whereby the services can be provided and costs (and profits) recovered.
In the authors view, no other comparable design concept exists which can provide water services in a
manner which corresponds to the emerging needs of the 21st century.
9. CONCLUSION
Whilst the Australian water industry is still coming to grips with attempting to contain costs and operate
its existing systems more efficiently, a second environmental agenda has emerged which threatens to
add significantly to the costs.
Initial investigation of this situation leads to the view that the demands being placed on the water industry
can be met at least cost by adopting solutions far more radical than those currently contemplated.
A range of simulation models are required to allow exploration of a broad range of alternative layouts of
water infrastructure. The models are crucial to the initiation of exploration of alternative water
infrastructure layouts which may avoid inappropriate infrastructure decisions.
If, as expected, radically different forms of infrastructure emerge as being best suited to the
requirements of the next generations, the models must be configured to be sufficiently customer friendly,
to provide easily understood answers to the wide range of questions which will be asked.
All commentators point to the need for closer cooperation in land and water management. The
identification of the commercial benefits to land and water managers by forming business partnerships
appears overdue.
The 'new' water industry would embrace low capital, small scale, flexible, multi-purpose concepts in
which human and biological capital is of increased relative importance to that of hard-engineered capital.
APPENDIX
POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF INTEGRATED WATER SYSTEMS AND PARTNERSHIPS IN URBAN
LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT.














large volumes of water freed for alternative allocations.
reduced flood damages.
sustained groundwater reserves.
improved urban environments
reduced marine and estuarine pollution.
reduced asset replacement costs.
reduced water quality clean up costs.
greater flexibility for adoption of future technologies
increased employment opportunities
greater local involvement in water management decisions.
reduced broadscale vulnerability to accidents and sabotage.
decreased need for prohibitive rural catchment controls.
less lumpy staging of capital infrastructure.
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PREFACE

The purpose of the Water Sustainability in Urban Areas (WSIU A) project is to investigate the
feasibiJity and benefits of the progressive replacement of the existing large scale single purpose water
systems by replicated small scale multi-purpose water systems. Designs have been investigated for
replacement systems which might not only provide the traditional services of water supply, sewerage
and drainage, but also meet a broad range of environmental, recreational and aesthetic objectives at
costs in the order of or Jess than those of the existing services.

The time bori20n of tbe project is of the order of 75 years consistent with the lengths of the lives of
the major components of water systems. The findings are, however, relevant to present policy
development.

The results of the project are recorded in three main reports dealing with

Report l. An exploration of the concept of sustainability in urban areas, using Adelaide as a case
study.

Report 2. A series of more detailed case studies focussing on the southern developing areas of
Adelaide.
Report 3. A description of the GIS data and data systems used in the project.

Other reports cover:

_)

Report 4. An investigation of Aquifer Storage and Recovery in Adelaide and the southern developing
areas of Adelaide.
Report 5. An investigation of economies of scale of reticulated pipe networks (I.his report).
Report 6. The development of new generation models to address integrated water systems designs.

Report 7. A final summary report will also be produced which will precis the lindings of the project.
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INT ROD UCT ION AND SUM MA RY

·•

Econo mies of scale are a wcll-cstablishecl feature of
most water servi~c inf.rastructur c comp,;ments.
This factor has often encou raged designers to make their
waler systems as large as the capac ity of the
water source or the disposal sink could allow in
the belief that, by sharin g in the lower cost
advan tages provid ed by the enlarg ed compo nents, the
paying custom ers oflhe system s servic es could
enjoy as low costs as possible.

Howe ver, the assum ption that the undou bted econo my
of scale enjoye d by indivi dual compo nents of a
syStem an be ei..irapolated to the total sysn=m overlo
oks !he costs involved with linkin g the system
components via pipes or chann els, particularly where these are
extensive.
This report exami nes diseconomics of scale in pipe
reticu lation system s, particu larly witl1in
m etropolitan afeas. It sets up a simple model to exami
ne the factor s affecti ng the diseco nomie s and
uses a sewCT collec tion system as an examp le. The si~
of the diseco nomie s are calibra ted agains t the
causin g factor s. In genera l, where individual sewag e
collec tion points are genera lly small and w idely
distrib uted the diseco nomy of scale is fowid to he greate
st.
Wben the diseco nomie s of sco.le of the sewer netwo rk
are combi ned with the econo mies of scale of
the other compo nents of the sewer age system , a minim
um cost for a whole sewer age system is given.
The scale at which the minim um occurs will depen ds
on many variables but, in genera l, the result s
show that, in most metro politan situati ons, overall system
econo my is relativ ely inscns iti_v e to scale of
servic ing.

By applic ation of logic to data on metropolitan water
suppl y and drainage system s, it is shown that
simila r conclu sions will also apply to these.system s.
for the past 100 years, the layout s of urban water suppl
y, sewer age and drain age system s have been
undertake.n as separated activities with unrela ted object
ives. The object ives for sewer age system s
design have been to dispos e of the treated efflue nt into
the ·neare st suitab le receiving enviro nment at
least public risk, inconv enienc e and cost. Where cities
are located near the sea, the sea has usuall y
been percei ved as belng the most suitab le environment
for disposal. Exten sive gravity coll~c tion
system s have evolved to collect sewage from inland
locatio ns for treatm en t at a few large treatm ent
pllllltS locate d on the coast.

Wat.er Sus1elnability in Urban Area$

With advan ces in techno logy and growi ng shona ges of
water, reuse of the treate d sewag e eff1uen1 has
becom e feasible. With this chang e, sewer age system
; object ives now start to overla p wi th those of
water supply sy stems objectives. Decis ions on sewage
treatm ent plant locatio ns can now chang e from
be ing dictated by the location of suitab le disposal
sites to consid eratio ns of the locatio n and

requirements of the custom ers for the effluent. The need for
an integrated review of fundamental
system s design s becom es even more apparent if scormwaters
, carried by drainage system s, also start co
be used as source s of water supply. If storag e of urban
waters is planne d to be be.i ng carried Ottt in
groun dwate r aquife rs benea th the city areas (as is being
succesfully trialle d in Adelaide}, then the
plann ing and manag ement of groun dwater is also drawn
into the integra tion proce ss.
Urban water system s which meet the traditional object
ives of water supply , sewer age and drainage,
but als<1 seek to provid e ad!Jitional social and enviro nment
al objectives, all within a single design , are
beillg trialle d Jo many places world wide, including Adela
ide, and are the sttbjec t of other report s in
!lie WSIU A series . In particular Repor t No. I provid es the
i1iform ation showing tbe basic hydro logic
fcasibi[lty and desirability of water supply sysrem s
based solely on water gener ated within urban
areas.
·~

The purpose of this report is to shed some light
on the questi on of economy of scale aod to
demon strate that movin g to small scale systems will
not add costs for the provision of traditional
servic es. This suppo ns the basic WSIUA project hypo1
hesis Cb.at small scale integr ated urban ·water
system s will open the door to greate r system efficiencies
through the sharin g of systems compo nents
and the adding of a range of highly desirab le social and
environment al benefi ts.

)
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Disec onom ies of Pipe Networks

·•

Economics of scale are a well-established feature of most
water service infrastn1cture com ponenrs.
Hence as individual pipe sections, chann els, tanks, treatm
ent plants, reservoirs, etc., increa se in size
they all exhibi t marked reductions in cost per unit of water
passed through, or held in storage within
them, providing that they operate at or close to their design
capacity.
This factor has often c~couriiged design ers to make their
water systems as large as the capac ity of the
w~ter source or the dispos al sink could allow, in the
belief that, by sharing in the lower cost
advan tages provided by the enlargod components, the paying
custom ers of the system 's services could
~
enJoy as low costs as possible.

.

Howe ver, the assum ption 'that the undoubted econo my
of scale enjoyed by comp on~ts of a system
can be extTapolated ro the total system overlo oks the
following factors which work against the
econo my of i11crea sing scale:

•

when these components are assembled into a single system
(ie a reticulated system based on a
single supply source or a sil1gle dispos al sink), the pipe length
and cost per service for eacb o f the
services attached to the system will progressively increa
se as the ne.twork of pipes is spatially
extend ed to accomodate increasing numbers of custom ers
into the system . This. basic d!seconomy
is inhei;ent in all pipe netwo rks

•

the inhere nt diseconomy is appro ximat ely proportional
to the square root of the densit y of spatial
distribution of the serv ices within the network. Tiws the
sjz.e of the diseco nomy can be
significantly affected by ~ormal la.ndus e planning and deve
lopme nt practices

•

if a system is established on the understanding that its centra
l components must be sized to cater
for future growt h of the system , then the.la rge, high cost
centralised compo nents spend virtually
all of their econo mic life working under-capacity

•

gre.itc r efficiency may be achieved through srrategie.. which
reduce costs and/or increa

se benefi ts

by more efficient selection, layout and/or operation of the system

Water Su~U\ln ability in Urbon Area~

_and its components.

The n arure of the inherent primary disec onom
y described by the first dot point can be demo
nstrated
by inspe ction of tlie four diag.rams s iven in Figur
e I. i' which show four poss ible altem ative scale
s for
provi ding the same level of wate r servic ing
within an urbanised area, represented by a theor
etical
arran geme nt of serviced allotments withi n a
20 by 20 grid. TI1e service is provided via a
variable
numb er of appro priately sized and locat ed comm
unal facilitie~ (eg, treatm ent plants). each linke
d to
its grou p of servi ced allotm ents by a netw ork of
communal pipel ines (eg. sewe rs).

Onsi te Facility

Small Scale Facility
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G,·aphic Demonstration ofDiseconomy ofScale ofPipe
Networks

It can be seen that as the scale of comm unal
servi cing rises from indi vidual on-site servi cing
to the
large st group ing, with all allom1ents sharing in
a single communal system, both the total lengt
h and
maxim.nm s l:ze of pipes requi red lO provi de the
service progr essive ly incre ase from zero. Since
the
numb er of serviced allotm ents rem ain const ant
in all cases, the cost per servi ce must also increase as
the scale of servicing increases.

)

The order of incre ase found in practice can be
judge d fi'om relev ant data for the publi~ water
supply
and sewe rage systems in South Austr alia. Thes
e and other data have been obtai ned from lists
of
repla ceme nt costs of assets published by SA Wate
r (EWS, 1991 ). Tiu-ee sets of pipe data are listed
in
Table I. 1 for:

•

the Adel aide metropolitan sewe rage syste m

•

the A delai de metropolitan water supp ly syste m
and

•

the wate r supp ly syste m for the North ern Regio
n of South Australift, This latter is taken as typic
al
of other coun try area.s of the State .

Weter Sust~inability in Urban Areas
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Table I. I

Data on Sewer and Water Suppl)• Pipes

·•
WATER SUPPLY

SEWERAGE
ADELAIDE
Pipe

Cumulative- Cumulative

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative

Diameter

Length

Cost

Length

Cost

Length

Cost

(mm)

(m/service)

($/service)

(m/service)

($/service)

(m/service)

($/service)

80

.

-

-

26.1

1746

100

-

-

-

.

55.7

47ll

150

11.96

3051

17.6

2272

67.2

5730

200

11.96

3051

I 8.8

2461

74.6

6901

250

13.44

3461

19.3

2569

78.2

1556

300

13.91

3678

20.0 ·

2724

81.3

8308

14.49

4089

20.6

2896

85.0

9603

600

14,84

4403

21.4

3252

97.7

16611

750

14.92

4487

21.8

3437

100.0

18580

900

14.95

4544

21.9

3511

101.7

20855

1000

-

-

21.2

:3811

106.&

31984

1050

15.07

4782

-

.

1350

-

-

22.3

4032

.

1600

-

.

22.5

4575

-

-

1750

15.07

4782

22.5

4606

.

-

2100

15.07

4782

22.5

4650

-

2250

15.09

4944

-

2550

15.10

4994

-

-

450

)

NORTHERN

ADELAIDE

..

-

-

The Table gives the lengths. and average (historical) replacement costs per service for pipes within
these three systems, cumulated from tile smallest to the largest size of pipes used in the systems.
Figures at the top of the cumulative cost tables represent the pipe costs per service which would exist

if all servicing was provided by multiple service facilities located within a range covered by the

smallest pipes within the syslem, This is equivalent to the small to medium sea le grouping identified
in Figure 1.1. The figures at the bottom of the table represent the pipe ~osts per service which exist
when all serviced locations are linked to only a few large scale service facilities, as exist in these
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existing networks. The difference of approximately $2000 per service for each of the metropolitan

-•

waccr supply and sewer pipe systems represents the potential savings which could be detraycd against
any additional costs which might be i11volvcd in moving from the present large scale systcrns to local
small scale systems.

The same argument can be extrapolated to the individual on-site scale of servicing, in which case the
off-site pipe cost per service would be z.ero. Thus potential pipe savings of $4500 to $5000 per service
could be defrayed if the large scale systems were replaced by on-site systems.

This level of diseconomy for the metropolitan pipe systems results from the fir~t three causes

identified above. The very significantly greater diseconomy for the country water supply pipe system
(approximately $30,000 per service) is mainly a result of the second ca.use listed above, ie the country
towns being very sparsely distributed, with long pipelines required to link them to a source situated at

a considerable distance from the service locations.
Tbe nature of~these diseconornies are investigated in the following Chapters. The question to be
ultimately addressed is whether, if the systems were to be progressivcly reduced in scale, the decrease

in the costs per service for pipes (and associated pumping) would be greater or less than the increase

in costs per service for the other components of the restrucrured systems. By taking all increased and

decreased CO$!$ i)lto account an optimum scale may be indicated where the total of the system costs
reaches a 1ninimum.

For the purposes of this report, the hydrologic and hydraulic feasibility of alternative designs at the
small scale is assumed. This is addressed in other Reports of tbe WSlUA project series, particularly
Report One.

)

1.2 Objectives of Modelling
The nature of the diseconomy can be readily investigated by constn1cting mathematical expressions to
track the lengths, sizes and costs of pipes for simple cell and link models laid out on a grid basis, in
which each cell represents a stonnwatcr or wastewater input point to a drainage or sewer system, or
an output point from a water supply distribution system. Such models are appropriate for investigation
since the majority of water in urban areas is collected from, and dislributed to, service locations which
are laid out at 'the small and intermediate scales in repeating, relatively homogeneous grid patterns,
renecting patterns of the land division and road networks into which the pipeline easements are titted.

The objectives· of establishing and running the models arc to:
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•

demonstrate the genera! hypothesis of the dis economy of scale of pipe networks.

•

investigate the major influences on the diseconomy .and to extrapolate these findings,
incorporating further data as necessary.

•

coufim1 the size of the diseconomies observed in South Australian water systems_

Since re-use of effluent will be a crucial component of any scheme for urban water self sufficiency,
and the sewerage system is conveniencly simple, the further investigation of the factors influencing
the scale at which an optimum may exist is first focussed on the investigation of factors which affect
the discconomy in sewerage systems.

A description is therefore provided of the Adelaide metropolitan sewerage syste;:rn. This is used to
investigate layout and design considerations related to scale of servicing. Estimates are also made of

the relations between scale of servi~ing and the capital and operating costs of all components of the
sewerage system. Implicit wittrin this investigation is the recognition that the establishment of small
scale localised sewage treatment works will create local sources of reusable treated effluent.
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ADELAIDE SEWERAGE SYSTEMS

·2.1

Layout Description
Approximately 180 GL/a of potable quality water is supplied to Adelaide from external sources by the

public supply system. Of this approximately 160 GL/a is delivered to serviced locations.
Appro~imately one half of the delivered water is used for summer garden and open space watering

and is mostly lost by evaporation from the urbao water cycle. The majority of the remainder,
augmented by groundwater and stonnwater intrusions (thus totalling about ~O GL/a) passes into the

sewers ystems, carrying a variety of domestic and industrial waste products and contaminants.
Since gravity liow has been a central feature of the sewer systems, sewage colleeLion and treatment
has traditionally taken place at the downstream edge of the urbanising areas. Sewage fanns were

originally employed to utilise the products of the treatment system, but these fell into disrepute due to
odows, health problems and inadequate maintenance (Hammerton, 1986).

In coastal urban areas, including metropolitan Adelaide, sewer flows are gravity fed to treatment
plants situated on the coast, where the effluent is discharged into deeper water via off-shore pipes.

In the catchment headwaters the sewers and stormwater drains follow parallel paths. On the plains,
however, the trunk sewers and stonnwater drainage paths follow markedly dissimilar paths. Thus
whilst there are seven major stormwater drainage outlets, and numerous smaller ones, there are only

__)

four sewage treatment plants, as shown on Figure 2.1.

For the largest of these, at Bolivar, a trunk sewer intc:rcepts effluent originating within the headwaters
of five of the natural drainage catchments and transports it over a distance of 42 km to the treatment
plant. This distance includes several sets of crossings of the natural drainage channels. Despite this,
because of the flat topography, the main sewer gravitates over the whole length, but is at a depth of 7
m. as it enters the treatment plant.

The added cost of this trunk sewer is an example ofa discconomy of scale, introduced by the decision
to centr~ise treatment at a pa1ticular site suitable for servicing a large number of collection sites.
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Adelaide Metropolitan Sewerage System (June 1989)
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Each treatment plant has several trunk sewers· feeding to it. A total of six greater than 1200 nun
diameter exist for three of the Adelaide treatment piants. each recei\•ing flows from areas covering

between about 20,000 to 190,000 services (see Table 2.1 in Section 2.3). These: generally have excess
capacity to cater for expected future demand. The diseconomy introduced through having excess
capacity is also a direct consequence of the choice of the designer to establish a large scale system.

The majority of effluent is discharged to the sea after secondary treatment. Tbe high levels of
nutrients in the effluent have impacled !he near shore environment and an alternative disposal strategy
must be in place by the year 2001. Options investigated have included combinations of one or all of:

•

offshore disposal with no improved treatment via longer pipelines and/or diffusers

•

imp roved treatment with continued near shore disposal, and/or

•

part or all disposal to land based reuse without significant additional treatment.

..
With respect to the latter, only broadscale irrigation is seen as offering a sufficiently large and reliable
market for which tlie sales mechanisms and distribution infrastructure can be developed in time, or at
acceptable costs, to

meet the deadline (EWS, 1994). This option may be the most cost effective in the

short term, but will continue to deny access to this source of water to the urban users of water who do
not require drinking standard water, but have to purchase it in view of a lack of alternatives.

Demands for recycled emuent within the urban area were investigated, but only where these were
located close to the treatment plants. The option of relocating and/or disaggregating and dispersing
the treatment plants to meet demands, or potential demands, at other locations was not considered,

2.2

Sewer Layout »~sign and Effects Due to Land Use
The primary cause of diseconorny is that demonstrated by the four grid diagrams in figure l. 1. A
secondary cause is the effect of land use zoning and other related faclors.

Figure 2 .2 shows the sewerage system feeding to the southern most treatment plant at Christies Beach.
Three windows A, B and C are superimposed to demonstrate the effect of the increasing unavoidable
inclusion of unserviced areas within the windows as the scale of the windows increase. The

unserviced areas are represented by land use classifications other than those requiring sewerage
services. At the smaller scale, represented by window A (or smaller), it is possible to locate treatment
plants which avoid the need for long pipe traverses across unserviced land.
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Map of Christie., Beach sewer system demonstrating the necessary inclusion
oflarger unserviced areas as the scale ofselected areas inc,·eases.

Serviced allotments are classified according to land use and have widely variable areas ranging
upw11rds f:"rom a few square metres only for some commercial uses. Services may be stacked vertically

where buildings are more than one storey. Generally, density of servicing is gFeatest in the central
business dis1ric1s and reduces towards the outer suburbs:
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The residential classification mnkes up 90% of all services. Typi.al residemial allotments have an
average of about 750 square mi:-tres and are laid out in large comiguous zones which take up large
parts of the urban area. The al lotmcncs arc t>·pically rectang.u lar shaped. with deptli to width ratios of
the order of 2 to 5. They are arranged into blocks sharing common boundaries on

lhree sides, with

their front boundary facing. a road which separates their frontage from those of1he allotments grouped

similarly within the next street block. as shown in Figure 2.3.

)

Figure 2.3

Typical sewer layout in a residential area.

The sewers are general! y laid in easements running beneath the road or adjacent verge. Where

possible, 11llotments on both sides of a road are connected to the same sewer. Only where land slopes
are unfavourable wiff easements be needed at the back of allotments.

If all the allotments had on-site treanncnt plants, there would be no need for external pipe connections
and in this case the length of sewer pipe per service (L) and the sewer cost per service (Cls) would be
zero.
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If a treatment plant \HIS placed at the end of each residential street and all the allotments fronting. that
street on both sides of the street were connected to

it,'l would equal about one half the average width

of connected allotments (plus a share of the distance to feed to any local tl'eatment plant if, for
example, it was surrounded by a buffer area).

Where separate easements are needed to cater for steep sideslopes, L .would about equal the average
width of tne allotments (ie about double the length and cost per allotment). This effect is called tne

srreet factor (SF) in the next Chapter when establishing a model of the sewer system. Because the
allotments at the far end of the .street are assumed to be connected at their nearest comers they are
assumed to not contribute to the total length of pipe.

· In areas ofrelatively close development and flat topography, the average lenglh share per allotment of
the communal counecting pipe (L) would be relatively small (say 5 to 8 metres per allotment)_ At
these small group sizes the pipe cost would also be small, since the number of connections would be
small and the sewer size would be small_

If several parallel streets were joined to a treatment plant, L would increase sligl:nly to take into
account the necessacy increased share per service of the pipes required for road crossings and the links
between the pipes at the outlets of each street. For areas made up of residential allonnents only (as
depicted by Figure 2.3} the value ofL will remain low and will be governed by the size and fayout of
the allotments.

Moving from the street to the residential subdivisio.11 scale (as depicted in window A of Figure 2_2),
about 40% of land is occupied by non-serviced or lightly serviced areas such as parks, churches,
petrol stations, school playing fields, etc. \Vhen the 40% allowance for these properties is added, the
effect is t-o add additional length to the communal sewer_ Tiris has a similar effect to that of assuming

)

an increase in the average allotment size. Thus, at the residential subdivision scale the equivalent
contributing areas per service will have therefore increased from 750 square metres to be in the range
of about 1250 square metres.

At the sub-regional scale (as depicted in window B of Figure 2.2), the 7% of other zoning

classifications (eg_ industrial, public institutions, etc.) enter into consideration. These have much
larger allotment areas (say up 10 50 times larger than residential allotment areas). Their inclusion (on a
weighted basis) will significantly increase the average equivalent contributing area per service to say
about 1400 square metres, with corresponding increases in the values of L.

At the regional scale (as depicted in window C of figure 2.2) subdivisions are interspersed with other
large unserviced ( or lightly serviced) areas, such as airfieJds, golf courses, steep river valleys, lakes
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and estuaries. freeway interchanges, etc.. These are estimated to add a further 20% of noncontributing area, so that the average eciuivalent contributing area per service at the subdivision scale

will approximate 1700 square metres.

At this scale, local topography often requires trunk sewers to take circuitous paths in order to take
advantage of land slopes aud avoid deep excavations. Duplicate sewers a,-e often laid along each side
of rivers or major roads where cross joining would add large costs. Examp !es of these exist in the

River Torrens valley where sewers follow slopes away from Bolivar, 1md duplicate trunk sewers
follow along each bank of the winding path of the river before exiting onto the pl11ins, where they join

and then head towards Bolivar. These effects are introduced by the design decision to centralise
treattnent and are estimated to add further pipe costs per service over and ·above the effects of open

spaces.

The maximum pipe siZl:S at the regional scale will be those of the larger tnwk mains.

At the scale of servicing adopted in Adelaide (50,000 to 190,000 services per treatment plant), the
division of the total proclaimed sewer drainage area (735 sq km) by the number of sewerage services
(390,000) yields an average of approximately 1885 square metres per service,

This_ accords with an assumption of aD additional 10% of, as yet, undeveloped land at the periphery of
the proclaimed area. At this scale, Table 1.1 shows the average sewer length per service to be 15.I
metres and trunk sewers up to 2550 mm diameter are required to cater for the amalgamated flows.

Investigation of the average lengths per service of sewer.. within residential areas of the catchment of

the Christies Beach treatment plant show values ranging from 15 to 35 m. These figures are well in
excess of the 15.1 rn given in Table 1.1. The difference is due to the fact that the sampled areas are

less densely development than the inner suburbs, where smaller allotments and multi-storey

)

allotments exist, and indicates the significant differences which will exist in pipe costs in different
parts of the metropolitan area_

2.3

Effect of Expected Growth on Diseconomy
Most water systems are designed with excess capacity to allow for future growth. Some components
have relatively short life spans and can be replaced by larger units as the demand increases. Others
can be constructed in modular fashion and regular capacity augmentation can occur by attacl1mcut of
an additional module. Both these possibilities reduce the economic disadvantage of long periods of

over capacity.
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However. it is difficult to avoid these dlseconomies i~ the case of pipes, which generally have long
lives (of the order of I 00 years). Sewers, water supply pipes and drains are amongst the earliest
services established before an urban development proceeds. Major developmencs may take many

years to complete. Sewers and water supply pipes are invariably laid underground. often at several
metres depth and their replacement or duplication at a later date would often be highly disruptive of
subsequent development, and thus expensive. The pipe components of water systems are therefore
particularly vulnerable to this form of diseconomy.

Table 2. I shows data obtain1:d on the sizes, slopes and designed number of services to be attached to
the sewers entering the four wastewater treatment plants in Adelaide. In general, it was found that the
favourable topography had enabled the larger sewers to be laid with slopes 2 to 6 times the minimum
velocity slope. Estimations of tbe numbers of services currently attached confiims considerably
excess capacity in certain cases. TI1is is particularly so for the Christies Beach plant, which is situated
within an area .of ongoing urbanisation which still has significant undeveloped areas within its
catchment area.

Sewers established for small suburbs and local developments are generally completed quickly and

their capacity does not generally cater for any expectation of future flows. Tims the phenomenon of
excess capacity affects large sewers 10 a greater extent than small ones. Since the costs of large sewers

are high, this becomes a significant factor in the diseconomy of large systems.
With moves towards urban consolidation this question of capacity becomes an issue since additional

services are required to be attached to existing sewers. However, reduced per service flow rates
caused by low flush toilets, water efficient washing machines, peak rate flow balancing, sewer
mining, etc. are gene~ally tending to, or have the potential to allow consolidation to proceed without a
.

_)

need for augmentation of existing sewers.

The manner in which. thi5 diseconOJJJY is taken into account is described in the Section below.
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Table 1.1

Data On Trunk Sewers Feeding (O Treatme nt l'fanrs in A dclaidr?

...

Trutm ent

Input

Plant

Sewer

Grade

Catchm ent

Estimat ed

Design

Annual

Area

Current

Sen·ices

Inflow

Diamet er

Services

{mm)
Bolivar

(%)

(sq.km)

0.04

184000

380000

1275

0.13

40000

&0000

430

224400

460000

70

45500

total
Pt. Adelaide

Glenelg

n/a

0.07

!9000

1275

0.09

45000

72000

600

0.05

6000

9000

300

1.4

4000

5500

.

Beaell

125

TOTAL

74000

21200

1200

O.I

20000

71000

1400

0.15

23000

120000

375

0.2

3100

4000

total
..

48500

12800

1425'

total
Christie s

(ML).

2590

110

46100

8800

735

390000

91300

J. Oviform pipe (long axis diameter).
2. The data indicates 2.67 persons/service ancl 234 kUQ or 240 L/person.dny for a

2.4

population of 1,043,000

Stand ard Designs and Costs

)

r· -··
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2.4.1 Sewer Diamete r v. CosUmeter

The costs per meter (Ci'm) of sewers of different sizes, as supplied and laid, have
been obtained from
SA ·Water (EWS, 1991). Two sets of data obtained from SA Water arc shown in Figure
2.4. The
higher figures are based on historical data, adjusted to present day values. Tite
lower figures, which
do not cover the full range of sizes, are averaged results of recent competitive
tenders for average
depths and laying conditions.
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Figure 2. 4

Historic and Rrtcent Seiver Pipe Unit Co.rrs.

Expressions were fitted to the two sets of data (costs in $A 1991):

Historical costs

Recent C<JSts

_)

log(C/m) = l.19&6*1og(dia) - 0.2422

for all dia > 150 mm

C!m=255

for all dia < 150 mm

log(C/m) = 0.92*log(dia) + 0.2327

for all dia. > I SO mm

C/m = 175

for a.II dia < 150 mm

The extrapolation of the recent data to the higher diameters may not be realistic, but is included to
assist in sensitivity testing.

2.4.2 Sewer Diameter v. Number of Connected Services
This relationship can be calculated by hydraulics based on assumptions of sewage input per service,
minimum flow velocity required to cany the sewage, pipe grades, friction factors, area of flow
constituting 'full flow' conditions, peaking factors, etc.

In order to avoid having to make estimations of the average condition for these parameters, and of tht1
degree of over capacity to account for the diseconomy due to expectation of growth, it was found

Water Su~tainnbility in Urban Areas

possible to derive the relationship by direct inspection of data on the existing system~ within the

·•

southern area of Adelaide.

Using a GlS the numbers of services upstream of (and hence contributing to) sewers of a range of
different sizes were obtained at a number of sample locations. The data shown in Table 2.1 was also
-added to extend the range to the largest sewers.The results are shown on Figure 2.5. The scatter
demonstrates the effects of varying parameters, including the amount of any excess capacity in the
sewers caused by tbe growth effect described in Section 2.3.

An expression was fitted to the data of the form:

1000000

log(dia) ~ 0.4545*log(S) + 1.04

for all S > 320

dia~ 150 mm

for all S < 320

...
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Fizure 2.5

Sampled Relationship between Sewer Diameter and Service~· Atlached

A plot through the average of the scatte?r shown on

the Figure has been taken to represent an average

condition for the whole of metropolitan Adelaide. It is noted that the range of conditions mighc vary
widely from the average in other parts of Adelaide. Samples obtained in the catchment of the Christies
Beach treatment plant miiy show relatively low numbers of services due to the effects of catering for
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future growth, but relatively high numbers of services due to the generally steeper topography in the
catchment area.

2.4.3 Cost/meter v. Number of Connected Services
The combination of the expressions given above are used to relate the number of services attached to
any sewer system (S) and the cost per meter (C/m) of tluit sewer at its outlet. The expressions have

been entered separately into the model calculations.
Because of the minimum size of the sewers, the resulting C/m-S relation will be discontinuous with a
break in slope at the point equivalent to the flow capacity of a 150 mm dia sewer.

The expressions ignore the stepping effect caused by manufacture of pipes in standards sizes only.
The effect of tbis is of secondary significance and is ignored.

J

..

The information
.
. and design relationships identified in this Chapter are applied in the next. The model
is used to calculate the lengths and sizes of sewer pipes as a network is enlarged to cater for increased
number of services. The model applies the derived C/m-S relation to each increment of pipe as the
network is enlarged and progressively cumulates the total of the sewer lengths and. costs. This en.ables
the final desired relationship betwc:c:n the cost per sc:rvicc (C/s) and rhe number of seivices (S) to be
derived, ie the relationship betv.'een the capital cost of sewers per service as the scale of servicing rises
(or the diseconomy of scale of the sewer network).

)
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PIPE SYSTEM MODEL

3.1

Mode] Structure

·•

The model is established to investigate factors affecting the length and size of sewer pipes and to
provide a means of integrating the C/m-S relationships ( eg historical or recent costs as derived in the
previo11s Chapter) with these lengths and sizes as the network of pipes increases in order to
accomodate increased numbers of services attached to any single treatment plant.

The sewerage system in a typical suburban metropolitan situation is considered since it is simpler in
layout and can be used to demonstrate the governing principles more readily. The same principles will
apply to water supply and stonnwater drainage systems.

Wastewater is assumed to be contributed from repeating, rectangular, abutting cells shown in Figure
3. L The cells are grouped into variable sized and shaped blocks. Cell sizes and inputs are constant
across all cells.
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Figure3.1

Model Layout

It is recognised that pipe network layouts are far more complex in reality. The degree to which this
complexity affects pipe costs is not clear, except in so ~ar as certain effects of length, area and shape
can be demonstrated by the model. Since uncertainty exists in this respect, the model is used mainly lo

demonsl!'<lte principles and effects, although comparisons can be drawn on the general order of, and

changes to costs resulting from the use of the model.
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The basic pattern is explored for. different combinations of individual cell siz.es, cell depth to width
ratios, block sizes and block depth to width ratios,

th11s representing differe11t development densities

and subdivision layouts.

The collector pipe network consists of branch laterals between rows of cells, of equal length. and a
single stem collector at right angles to lhe rows.

Inputs from each cell are taken as multiples of q, which is deemed to be the input from an average
serv.ice. Tltis is assumed to be 234 kLla. Multiples of inputs per cell arc accepted, so that the input per
cell is q'" SF.

Inputs from the individual contribuling cells are asswned to enter into the collection network at a
series of nodes which are located on the lower corners of each cell area, closeS1 to the collector stem.
The pipe network linking the nodes then fonns a regular, rectangular branch iind stem layout as
shown above.

...
The case shown with a central stem can be taken to represent a sewerage system in an area in which
land gradients drain towards a central valley, along which the stem collector drains to a treatment
plant. If the stem was on the lateral edge position, an extra link would be required for each branch.
These variations make considerable differences for tbe calculated costs when the branches contain
only a few cells, but rapidly become irrelevant as the number of cells in the branches increase.

In the model, each branch and stem link is therefore constrained to egual the cell width and depth,
respectively, but the shares of the cumulated pipe lengths are dependant on the number of services
(SF) assumed to be contributing at each cell.

Each branch and stem pipe link is sized and costed according to the services, flows, diameters and
cost relationships derived in the previous Chapter. After collection into the system, the total input is
discharged to a location situated at the central location of the last branch. At the small scale this
implies thiit treatment plants for small clusters of houses will be locatoo within their direct
neighbourhood.

In summary, therefore:
•

n equal sized rectangular contributing cells, inputting at an equal rate of qce SF each, are situated
on each of m lateral branches, with the links between lateral input nodes having length Ln (equal
to the lateral boundary length of the contributing cells). In the central stem model only n-2 branch
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links are required, with each cemral node receiving the contributions from its two lateral
branches.
•

them stem location nodes (one on each branch) are joined by m•I consecutive srem links of
length l.m IQ a discharge point situated at the last centre node.

The total cost of the collection system is then tbe sum of the cost of each of the links. This is given for

the central stem layout by the equation:

where ctq•~i is the cost/m of a pipe of sufficieut capacity to accommodate the flow requirements of the

upstream cells generating a flow of q,.SF pe.r cell as derived in the previous Chapter.
The cost/service is given by division of the total of the pipe costs by the number of cells times the

...

assumed value of SF per cell.

The length/seivice of the pipe is given by ((n-2)*Ln + (m-l)"Lm)/n•m,.SF.

3.2

Trial Inputs and Results of the Mode]
Toe basic fotmulae of tl1e model were entered onto a spreadsheet and results calculated for a range of
input variables covcring both the dimt:11sions, arrangements and inputs from the contributing areas
and trials of different values of the C/m-S relation .

.)

The investigations of the effects of the different input variables were tested by performing progressive

calculations in which the value of n was increased progressively in steps through 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128, 256 to 512 (ie l, 2, 4 ... to 256 cells on each side of the central stem) and the value of m was
increased progressively from 1 to 1024 in steps of l.

At the largest scale the number of cells ~ 512 "' 1024 ~ 52428 8. By plotting all the results represenled
by the matrix it is possible to inspect the effects uf varying the input variables across the range of

service scales represented by the matrix.

The model was run with trial values for each of the input parameters. The graphed results were found
to move in systematic patterns as the input variables were changed, reflecting the. nature of the
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mathematical relations assumed in the model. The discontinuity introduced by the minimum diameter
sewer creates distortions in the resull pauems.

Figure 3 .2 is used to demonstrate the main features of the results. The input values were chosen to
represent a typical Nsidential suburb. Thus

it was assumed that a cell would have an area of 1500 rn2

and contain two services (each with allotments of 750 m2). The cell would have a depth to width ratio

of 6. le.:
A=1S00m2

SF=2
D/W=6

The model outputs are the pipe _cost/service and length/service calculated at each increment of
services provided

by the progressive increase in m from 1 to 1024 for each of the fixed values of n.

The results when graphcd display a family of9 curves, one for each value of n .

...

Servicesvs. CosttJService
n = 16
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Figure 3. 2

A typical basic form of model re~ults

The: results from th_e inputs chosen above show the family of curves descending in order, with n = 2 at
the top and left. For each completed curve, the cost/service for in
cost/service for m = I 024 is at the higher right end.

Watct Sust~inabilicy i'n Urban Areas
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is at-its lower left end and the

•A
The m ain feature of these curves, which is common 10
all resu 11s produced by the model, is that the
calculated costs/service increase as m increases and the number of sc.rvices increase.
The positi ve
slopes confirm the existence of the diseconomy of scale of pipeline networks .

The influence of the minimum I 50 mm sewer can be seen by an inflexion a1 the 320
service level,
with djfferent curve shapes below and above this level. Below the 320 service level costs/serv
ice are
related to pipe lengths/service only. Above the 320 service level costs/serv ice are functions
of both
the lengths/service and the pipe size.

Another feature of Figure 3.2, which is common

10

most results but not

all. is that for aJJY level of

services, costs/service are reduced as the value of n is increased (ie cells are added
along the
branches). Thus in Figure 3.2, costs/service at the I000 service level reduce from about

SS000 for n =

4- to $2500 for n

= 16.

These reductions are not an economy of scale (since services remain
unchange d), but an economy of layout. The reduction arises because the branch length
per cell is only

one sixth of the- stem length per cell. It is thus cheaper to string more allotmen~s with narrow

frontages
along a pipe (ie along a road easement) than to join shorter strings of at101ments via longer
stems.
This highlights the very significan t effects that layout has on costs/service.
For Figure 3.2, in the range of 1,000 to 20,000 services it can be seen that the curve for
n ~ 512 lies
above that for n =256. This is because, once the miuimum sewer size capacity is exceeded
(ie above
320 services), the diseconomy of ~ le at the ends of the longer branches starts to be greater
than the

)

disadvantage of linking more stems (even though the branch lengths arc shorter
than the stem
lengths). If values of n and m were increased further, a min imum envelope of costs/serv
ice would be
fonned by progressively higher n value curves as they dropped below the curve of
the precedin g
lower n value (but at progressi vely higher costs/service levels).
The progressi vely increasing s lope of this envelope confums that tbe disecono my of
scale of pipes
continues to grow at a higher rate at increasing ly larger numbers of services above 320 services.
This
upward s loping envelope constitutes the true overall minimum diseconom y of scale for
this model at
the maximu m efficiency of layout allowed by its assumed structure.
Practical constrain ts dictate that minimum diseconom y (as given by the minimum envelope)
can not
be achieved at the higher values of n and m, as shown by the results. Th is arises since ropograph
y and
urban desigu generally limit the lengths of branches to the order of (say) 32 to 64 allotmMt
s along
any singl e branch. Similarly , the usua l distances to be covered to deliver the sewage to
the treatmen t
plant dictate the ma,cimum va lue of m. For example, with the input variables assumed
for the results

W~tor Sust11inabilily in Urhan Atcos

shown in Figure 3.2, the length per stem is 95 mei~rs. Thus I 024 stern lengths
signify a collector stem
97 km long, which is longer than a real istic distance·tor a major collector
/trunk sewer at its longest
extensio n.

Thus, beca115e of the

praciical constraints to layouts, the full advantages of porontia! economies of

layout (which would see slrings of allotments along very long roads leading
towards the treatmen t
plant) cannot be obtained .

The effect of changes 10 the input variables can be predicted from examina
tion of the mathem atical
relations assumed for the model. Thus a doubling of A results in an overall
inc1-ease in costs/service of
l .4 !, since pipe lengths arc proportional to the square root of !he cell areas.
This can be seen by
comparison with Figure 3.2 of results for A = 3000 m2 at SF • 2 aud D/W
~ 6 given in Figure 3.3a .
Some changes , or combina tions of changes produce more complex results.
Thus a reduction of D/W
from 6 to 3 (for A ~ 1500 and SF -= 2) increases costs for branche s and decrease
s costs for stems. This
tends to bring !lie curves closer together as can be seen in Figure 3.3b.
A doubling of Sf halves costs for those services connecte d to 150 uun
sewers. Where sewers are
greater than 150 mm the effect is progress ively less than a hal ving, since larger
and more costly pipes
are needed to cater for the increased flows. This is stiown on Figure 3 Jc.
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Effects ofvarying Ehe. model input variables.
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ro be ~-ompare d to Figure 3.2.

The model also gives data on the length of pipe per s~ice. Below the discontinuity at 320 services ·
the costs/service are directly dependant on the pipe length/service. At levels of servicing above this
level the relationship is more complex. It is not possible for the model as it stands, with an assumption
of unifonn cell size at all 5cales, to reproduce good matches with both _costs/service and
lengths/service at both ends of the range of servicing scale, a!'. indicated by figures shown in Table l. l
(using a :single set of input values). However it is possible to produce matches for either the lower or
higher ranges using credible input values which are compatible with the information inferred

in

Chapter 2, ie

For 320 services, with input variables below, the model provides the following results:

Input Yariabh:s

Results

A= 1500

Cost/service = $3000

D/\1/ =6

atm =40, n = 16

SF= 1.7

with Length/service= 12 m

(Ln = 15.8m, Lin= 94.9m)

For 60,000 services, with input variables below, the model provides the following results:

)

Input variables

Results

A =3500

Cost/service = $5000

D/W=8

at m = 540, n = 128

SF= I.5

with Length/service = 5.12 m

(Ln = 20.9m, Lm = 167.Jm)

The match at the lower service_ level (with allott!lent areas

= 1500/1.7 =

882 m2 each) produces

incorrect lengths/service of the order of only 10 m at the higher scales, even for values of n which
give costs/service of the order of $5,000. Similarly, the match at the higher service levels (with
allotments areas

= 35()0/1.5 = 2333

m2 each) produces lengths/service of the order of 19 m at the

lower scales, even for values ofn which give qosts/serviceofthe order of$3,000.
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3.3

Network Average Cost per Scn•icc , 1 crsus Numbers of Services•

...

.o verall the results given by the model have conflm1ed the overall diseconom y of pipe networks and
have demonstrated various principles and effects. The model can reproduce costs/servi ce and
lengths/service compatible with those in Table l.l, using realistic values, but not simultaueo usty over
the whole range of scales.

It would be possible to produce a model in which cell (and allotment) area was made a function of
scale, to reproduce the findings in Chapter 2. l-lowever, calibration of the results would still be
subjective and dependant on the same basic infoIT1J ation, as given in Table 1.1 .
Applicatio n of the infom1ation contained in Figure 2.5 allows a direct translation of the pipe diameters
given in Table !.I to numbers of services. These numbers have been plotted against the cumulat ive
cost/servic e of the pipes at that level of service, as shown in Figure 3.4 below.
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Cost per Service versus Services Relationship for Sewer Pipes in Adelaide.

It is argued that this graph should be used as representin g the economy of scale for sewer systems
in
Adelaide. The model has verified that a range of realistic input variables can reproduce pipe lengtbs
and costs/servi ce compatible with this data.

The straight line interpolatio n between l and 320 services implies tliat lengths of sewer can
be
progressive ly reduced to 7.ero for on-site treatment and that treatment plants for small clusters
of
houses could be siled in their immediate vicinity.
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4

RELATIVE

SCALE

ECONOMIESilllSECONOMIES

OF

SEWERAGE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

In th is Chapter capital and operating costs are estimated for eacb major chiss of component of rhe
sewerage system across the whole range of service scales, and are then added to dcrennine the least
cost scale for a conventional sewerage system (except that, at the smaller scale, the treatment plants
may be located within the neighbourhood, close to the area where the sewage is generated and
demands for treated effluent are to be satisfied.).

The relationships between costs/service and service scale, derived in the manner described below, 11re

entered into Table 4. I and drawn on Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

The data below, taken from SA Water reports (EWS, 1991) show replacement costs for the major

.,.

components of the metropolitan sewerage system. 111csc have been divided by the total numbers of
services in order to identify the order of cost/service at the scale of operation of the four cxisdng
sewerage systems (ie 20,000 to 190,000 services).

Component

~eplacement ~ost

Cost/service

$ millions

$thousands

Sewers

1936

4964

Pumps

47

121

Connections

288

738

Treabnent plants

366

938

)
The cost/service figures are used ro construct a base reference point for extrapolation to other scales
of servicing, as described below:

4.1

Capital Costs
4.1.1 Sewer-Replacement Costs/Service

The final foITD selected for this relationship is that derived in Section 3.3 of the pre\•ious Chapter. A
smoothed, version of the relationship has be~ assu'!1ed to act as the index ( or most likely) form of thl?
relationship. Multipliers can be applied to this index form in order to deriv!" alternative forms which

W•••• SustDinabillty in Urban Areas

Paye

I

.!
I

aci::ount for changes to ~uch things as different unit pipe costs and density of development, as
described in Chapter.2

·•

Sewers have economic lives in the order of I00 years. The annualised costs (net present value) are

cal cul a1ed on this duration,
.>:.

4.1.2 PumJJing Station Capital Replacement Cost/Service

The minimum slope for normal gravity sewers ranges from about 1.5% for house connections,
through 0.4% for l 50 mm sewers, to 0.04%, or less, for major trunk sewers. If.the local land slope is
low, the sewers may have to be laid in lre!Jches of increasing depth to maintain their minimum grade.
Depending on the topography, pumping stations are established at intervals to lift the sewage bai::k to
ground level and/ol' pump it over rising ground. The cost of these stations is therefore an additional
cost which may be introduced as a consequence of linking sewers into larger networks. On flat, welldrained, deep alluvial soils, where sewers are commonly laid to depths of :5 or 6 metres, pumping

..

stations would not be required ac a lesser initial distance from the input point than about l

km.

SA Water data show a total of 30 I pumping stations i11 metropolitan Adelaide (one per l. 7 ·square
kilometres or 1300 services, on average) with a replacement value of $47 million. Division by the
390,000 services gives a value ofS.121/service.

Sewage pwnping is generally confined to smaller sewers only, since larger ones are generally located
011

the less hilly parts of the catchment. It is assumed therefore that the plot of capital cost/service

increases from SO for services less than 100 to a maximum of $121/service at 2500 services and then
does not increase any further for larger numbers of services,

An economic life of I 5 years has been assumed for this component over which the replacement cost is
to be annualised.

These costs are very small in respect to those of pipes and treannent plants and are well within the
inaccuracy band for the much larger cost/service components.

4.1.3 Connections Replacement Costs/Service
The cosc of connections are mainly comprised of the costs of bends and special fittings involved in
attaching the sewer pipe exiting from each property boundary to the sewer laid along the adjacent
road or easement. EWS (1991) estimates the average cost of a con11ection
$73 8/service.

\Va1cr Sust.JinabiJily in lJrb.Jn Arca5
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be approximately

The cost of connections may be ·dependant on the density of development, but insuflicienl in formation is
a\•ailable on this point. It has therefore been assumed dlilt it is a constant figure and is not related to tl1c
level of aggregation of services.

The economic life of connections has beeti assumed to be 50 years.

4.1.4 Treatment Plant Replacement Costs/Service
Capital costs of different sized Australian sewage treatment plants providing secondary trcatinem
were obtained from a variety of design sources. The costs of small scale plants (and on-site plants)
were added in order to eoveT rhe whole scale range (D. Potter, per.;. comm.).

In collating costs it was desirable that all cost estimates reflected similar inputs and outcomes.
However, uncertainty exists on this and on what is included in the values given. For example, at the

small scale, land costs become critical, although increasingly small treatrneitt p.lants are being placed
underground or in basements, etc. It was also assumed in making the calculations that the plants were
.

~

.

operating at their designed capacity.

The EWS data ~hows·a combined replacement value for the four Adelaide treatment plants of $366 ·
million. This has been allocated to the four plants on the basis of published design capacity figures,

using the log-log relation as a guide. The clata was used to supplement 1he larger data base. The
Adelaide plants were found to plot 40% above the relation.

A best fit relation was plotted through the points. Costs/seivice were read from the fitted curve and

were translated to aMualised values by assuming an economic life of25 years.

)

4.2

Operating Costs
SA Water Annual Reports indicate an annual total expenditureofapproximately$40 million on Adelaide
metropolitan sewerage operations and maintenance. .This includes treatment, collection and
administrative overheads, but excludes new works and interest payments

on existing works. Infonnation

(verbal D. Williams) indicated that the partitioning of this total to treatment and collection w_ould be $24
million/a to treatment and $16 million/a to collection. Dividing by 390,000 services gives figures of
S60/servicc/a for treatment and $40/serice/a
.
.~ for. collection at the scale of operations in Adelaide.

Watcr Suslain•bility iu Urbitn .An,as

4.2.. I Sewer Systems (lncludine Connections) Ope1·atiug Costs/Service

-~

A division of the $16 million/a (given in the above paragraph}by 390,000 services

provides an estimate

ofS40/scrviceJa for collection.

The majority of costs for collection are believed to be associated with pumping and the removal

of about
25,000 sewer chokes per annum, of which 80% are assumed to occur in small mains
and connections
between private properties and the local mains.
A separate estimation has been made of $15/serv ice/a for pumping (see 4.2.2 below).

On this basis, the

$25/service/a remainder of sewer operatin g costs bas been arbltrarily al located at $ I

0/servlce/a for small
sewers and $15/serY icela for connections. No amount has been allocated to the
operations of large
sewers.

Since there is no increase in costs as the size of the network is increased, these costs

ploc as horizontal

lines in Figure 4.2.

4.2.2 Pumpin g Stations Operating Costs/S ervice

A calculation was made of the energy costs of lifting the half flow copacity of a 300
mm dia sewer a
vertical distance of 6 m in 30 I purnp stations. This was then doubled to ~ t for
maintenance work
on the pumps. A value of SIS/service/a was derived.

The same distribution across the range of services has been assume:cf for operating costs

as for capital

costs.

4.2.2 T reatmen t Pl2nt Operatmg Costs/Service

)

The total annual operating cost of $60/service/a was derived at the head of this Section

for the operation

of the sewage treatment plants at the scale of those existing in Adelaide .
Operating costs for sewage treatment plants at different scales were al.so taken from
references, in a
similar manner to those of capital coses. The best fit line drawn through these points
shows an amount of
$40/serv ice/a at the scale of treatment plants in Adelaide, The lower figUTe bas been
adopted in a similar
marmer to the capital costs.

Wat~t Suslai11ab ility in llrb~ Areas

4.3 Summed Costs of Components of Sewerage Systems in Adelaide

...

Capital and operating costs/service for all system components were read from the graphed
costs/service given in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 at 18 levels of aggregation of services approximately

equally spread on a logarithmic scale between I and I million services.
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The extracted values were entered into a spread sheet:"fable 4. I contains the ·index' data taken from
Figures 4.1 ,md 4.2. The calculation of annualised capital costs and addition of these

operating

10

costs are shown in intennediate columns. The final column gives the addition of annualised nnd
operating costs at each level of servicing. A 7% disi:ount rate was assumed for the index condition.
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Spreadsltaet Format for Calculation of Total Sewerage System Cost/Service

The tal>le fonnat was used to undenakc sensitivity tests on the final costs/service under different
assumptions of discount rate and multipliers to account for cffecls of varying density of development,
treatment coslS and unit pipe coSls.
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It was found that changing the discount rate 10 convert capital costs to annualised costs altered the
costs but did not make any appreciable difference to th~ scale of servicing at which the minimum total
system cosl was located. It was also found that the effect of doubling pipe costs is the same as
increasing ~he density of development by a factor of four: Thus the results or the sensitivity tests were

· limited to testing the effects of varying the density of development and treatment plant costs.
Figures 4 .3a and 4.3b show the graphed results of assuming the following range of conditions:

• • the density of development to be 5, I and 0.2 times die index value (ie the pipe cosls are
multi plied by factors of the square roots of these numbers), and
•

the treatment plant capital costs to be 2, I and O.S times the index value.

It can be seen from these results that under average conditions for Adelaide, as represented by the
index graphs {and the assumptions contained) there is little economy of scale a cross the whole range
of scale of servicing for sewerage systems, with total system annualised costs/service only varying
from $625 to $500 across the whole scale from 500 to I million services.

Factors which decrease pipe costs/service, such as increased density of development or decreased pipe
costs/mette, tend to drive the minimim cost scale 10 higher servicing levels, but even then; the

variation in total system costs fur u 5 times increa~e in density of development (which is equivale~t to
a decrease in pipe costs/metre of 2.2 times) only results' in a 20% reduction iD total system costs
across the range of servicing from 500 services to 1 million services.

Factors such as decreased treatment plant costs, decreased density of development or increa&ed pipe
costs will drive the minu_num total systems costs towards the smaller range of servicing scale. For a
halving of treatment costs or a 5 times decrease in density of development the minimum cost is
reached at only I 00 services. However, again, the difference in costs across the total range of
servicing (l to 1 million) is only oftbe order of IO to 12%.

It must be srresed that whilst these fmdings are believed ·10 reflect the average situation, local
variations will provide costs varying significantly from the averages.
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MINIMUM

COST

SCALE

FOR

INTEGRATED

WATER

SYSTEMS IN ADELAIDE

5.1

The Data a~d Systems Logic
Data on replacement costs for the major components of the Adelaide metropolitan water supply

system were obtained from EWS (1991) in 1990 values in$ millions. These, plus their division by the
390,000 services, arc given below:

Replacement Cost

Cost/service

$ millions

$ thousands

1843

4725

Pumps

122

312

Tanks

so

205

Connections

347

890

Treatment plants

285

731

Reservoirs

302

774

Component

..
Pipes and Mains

If the estimated replacement cost of $250 million for the I IO km of pipelines which bring 40% of
Adelaide's water from the River Murray is added, the proportion of the total of the replacement costs
for the

water supply system made up by non-pipe components (ie those having direct economies of

scale) comprises about 35%, as against 27% for the sewerage system. Thus the counterbalancing
diseconomy of scale for water supply pipes may have a slightly lesser influence on the determination
of the optimum scale for the waler supply systems than has been shown for sewer pipes in the
sewerage system.

On the other hand, the water pipes do not have any (significant) minimum capacity, as for sewer
pipes. Thus whilst only economies of layout can be established for smaller sewer networlr.s, both
economies of scale and layout can exist tor water supply pipe networks to the lowest scales.

Waler Sus1r.1i11obil ity in Urban Arca.<

Data Qn urban drainage systems are ;sparse but it is estimated that the! replacement cost of the pipes
and channels established in

At'~~~~

has been $ l"I 00 millions. This eguates to $2820/.service,

assuming the same number of services as for the other systems.

The data on sewerage systems has been alrtlady introduced and investigated. The investigations have
shown that under typical metropolitan conditions, using present day technol ogics, sewerage systems

have little significant economy of scale over a wide range of scales. le that across the range of scales
the diseconomy of scale of the sewer system is balanced by the economy of scale of the other
components of the system. In general, therefore, sewage flows could be collected and treated at any
scale at a similar cost - providing 1hat disposal ofthe e@ue11t al any scale was also withoul additional
cost, ie. a satisfactory means ofdisposal or use of!he effluent r:ould be provided across all ranges of
scale.

i

The application of logic to the available data on water supply systems lC?ads to a similar conclusion.
The assumption which applies in this case is that a waU?I' source s11f{icfent to meet the local demands

can be providep across the whole range ofscales.

The same logic could also be applied to Lhc drainage system, which has a similar diseconomy of scale
for its .stonnwater pipes and channels, and has a theoretical economy of scale for its flood mitigation
works. The only (but very significant) difference in this case i$ thcit tM b~ftts (011d practicalities) tJf

having /a,-ge scale flood mitigation works towards the dow11st1"eam end of Jhe system (even rho,11gh
they might have a law cost pe,. service) are essentially zero.

Figure 5. I shows a conceptual addition of the costs of component groupillgs for each of the three
urban water systems, having either economy or discconomy of scale, across the common range of
scales, with the omisslon of the economy (flood mitigation) component of the drainage system.

)
The omission of tl:te flood mitigation component for the drainage system is also contributed by the
fact that, at the smaller scales, it's functions could be partly or wholly performed within the the rescaled costs for the rnservoir component of the water supply system, if this was reduced to the smaller
scale and spatially distributed throughout the urban area.
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This diagram therefore is critically useful in highlighting the three fundamental considerations of

small sea le systems. It:
•

demonstrates that small scale systems need not be any more expensive than the existing systems
ort a.ccoun_t of basic neutrality of economies of water systems across wide ranges of scale of
es tab lishmcnt

•

introduces the possibillties of cost sharing for components which can perform more than one
function across the range of requirement of urban water systems,.and

•

invites a rccoguition that the small scale systems might introduce benefits which cannot be
achieved by the larger scale systems.

in the diagram, an intercept A ls shown as a notional additional cost for providing flood Tll itigation. lt
is less than the full amount to make the lotal of the drainage service scale neutral (ie A+B) since part
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(or all) of the cost of A+B is already covered by the reservoir ponding component of the water supply
system_ However, otht>r costs adjustments will affect tfi'e sizes of A and B,

ln panicular, introduction of a strategy for reuse of treated effluenl will require choices on whether to:

•

leave the treatment plants in their present location·with:
- piping back of treated effluent to water supply reservoirs for injection into the potable water
reticulation system ( option la)
-

reticulation of second class water via dual, large scale reticulation pipe systems (option lb),

or
•

dis.aggregate the treatment process to smaller localised systems with:
sufficient treatment to allow direct injection into local potable water reticulation mains
( option 2a), or

...

- reticulation of second class water via dual pipe systems (at the

smaller scale - option 2b)

These decisions will in tum brin,g in .considerations of changed costs associated with:

•

treatment to enable effiuent to be either stored undergl'()und or injected directly into the maills

•

the need for a parallel water supply reticulation system to carry a a second quality of water

•

sto1-age, which may be cheaper if provided by ASR than by surface storage in conventional
reservoirs.

_)
These considerations are addressed below.

5.2 Cost Reconciliation
Options la and I b, above, do noL allow integration of stonnwater into the urban systems, add
significant costs and do not seek advanatges to be gaine!d from infrastructure sharing_

A sustainable urban water system which incorporarns components whJch have already been proved
and which, as a total system, appears to have potential for sucess in Adelaide is shown in Figure 5.2.
The system integrates water supply, sewerage and drainage functions. The rationale for progressively
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replaciag existing systems with such a new generation of urban water systems is described in WSlUA
Report No. I. TI1e system could be established for either options 2a or 2b, or mixtures of both.

This system is used as a basis for the estimations and arguments made below.
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5.2.1 Capture and Storage of Storm water and Storage of Treated Effluent

The present hirge scale water supply systems provide about 550 kL of storage per person in surface
water reservoirs in southern Australia. WSIUA Report No. l described th1: reduction in storage needs
which comes about through using urban rather than rural water sources for supply. Modelling
confinns a reduction of storage to about 150 kL per person to carry through a 100 year drought.
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The costs of providing storage in large reservoirs is.about 2 to 5c/kL.. The factoring up which can
occur in moving. to a small scale (as a trade-off from reducing pipe costs) will be of tbe order of 2
times. The costs of providing.bulk storage in aquifers in Adelaide is about 15 to 30 clKI. Since only
about one third of the volume of water needs be stored for the integrated systems, the aquifer storage
system therefore appears to add no additional cost.

The establishment of wetlands for stonnwater capture will be an additional cost and has been allowed
in Figure 5.3. The move towards establishment of flood detention basios as a way of decreasing
downstream drainage costs, has become established practice for the past 20 years. Since wetlands
provide multiple benefits, the costs can be shared and, in many situations, can be borne as part of
urban redevelopment as a means of raising property values.

Both lhe cost efficient storage and recovery of water from aquifers and the deployment of artificial
wetlands to provide multiple: benefits (see 5.2,2) require a spatially distributed approach to water
systems desigi.for !lie following reasons:

•

bores used for injection and recovery of water in aquifers must be distributed to avoid mutual
hydraulic interference and loss of efficiency

•

flood peak and pollution mitigation schemes are most effective when operating close to the areas
of flow generation and pollution entrainment

•

the amenity value of wetlands is maximised by spreading them throughout the community

•

land for establishing wetland and ASR schen1es can be found more readily in small distributed
parcels rather than in fower larger ones.

)

If bores and wetlands are incorporated into water supply designs, the scale of servicing to achieve
optimum outcomes will be dictated by many factors which bring in additional considerations related
to scale. The choice of scale of servicing will therefore not be 'free' across the range of scales as
implied in Figure S. l

5.2.2 Additional Treatment Costs
The establishment of wetlands is a means of providing primary and secondary treatment to
stonnwater at no additional cost.

The additional level of treatment required for effluent will depend on its end use.

W•lcr Sus:lainnbil ity in Urb"n Areas

Assuming that effluent will be used for non-potable purposes only, it will still require additional
treatment for public health reasons, and also for nu,rient reduction if it is to be stored by ASR
techniques, Additional treatment may add 50% to the cost of treatme11t at any scale. However part of
this cost is already being incured for water treannent within the existing waler supply system and the
scale trade-off of reduced pipe costs will allow this cost to be absorbed within the existing total.
Hence no additional cost is envisaged in this case.

If effluent was to be treated to potable quality, the cost of tr~atmcnt would double. The effects of this
were shown.to be still marginal on overall systems costs in the previous Chapter, down to the 100 to
5000 services scale.

5.2.3 Additional Pipe Costs
If effluent is treated for potable use, no additional pipe network will be required. However, both
public health concerns Elnd cultural resistance will continue to the direct recycling of effluent for

.

potable uses, thus an .additional pipe system will therefore be required to deliver second class water to
households.

Since the non-potable pipe system will be that providing peak water demands it will be larger than
that for tb.e potable water quality pipeline, which· can become much smaller.

The addition of a second pipe

in a green field situation has been shown to require a 50% addition to

water supply pipe costs. The ren·ofitting of a second pipeline in Altemonte Springs, California, has
been estimated at $Al200 per property, or about $120/service per ammm.

These costs al'e likely to be the largest of any additional costs required to move to the smaller scale of
servicing. Al the most they represent an increase in total cost of about IO%. However, as indicated,
other adjustments may introduce savings of a similar order.

S.3

Practical Demonstrations
Several small scale designs have been trialled in Adelaidi::. In particular, local schemes utilising
stormwater for irrigation (usuually via wetlands and ASR) have bccu shown to provide non-potable
water at prices less than are charged for potable standard water produced by the existing large scale

water supply systems.

Water Sustainn~ility in Urh•n Areas
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The desi!:\n for New Haven Village uses both treated effluent and stormwater for irrigation and toi!ct
flushi11g in a compact group of 65 houses. A dual

pipe reticulation system is established, with potable

water being provided from the external reticulation mains. The treatment plant is situated within 75 m
of the nearest houses, with most of the works buried beneath tbe smface. This non-potable water also
costs Jess than the price charged f~r polllble water. An AS.R. storage system is planned for stage 2 of

the development.

A design has been compfoted by MFP Australia for its development at Mawson Lakes. The design is
similar to that for New Haven Village, except tbat it is larger (up to 5000 houses) and less compact,
overal I. Because of economies of scale in the treatment plant tile overall costs for the water services
(excluding costs for establishment of feature lakes) are e."<pectcd to be similar to those for New Haven

Village'.

A previous set of estimations. using similar extrapolations for effects c,f scale and density of
development gave a similar prediction !hat the costs of small scale integrated syslems. would be
similar but proJ;,ably-less than total forthc existing separated systems (Clark, 1994).

5.4

Benefits of Small Scale Systems
This report has only been concerned with the cost comparisons between systems at alternative scales.
Because the savings for small scale systems arc probably only marginal, the incentive to change will
not come about from considerations of direct costs alone.

The WSIUA Project argues that a very significant range of additional benefits can be achieved by
small s calc systems, aud a significant range of environmental impacts of present systems can be

)

avoided. These are described in Report No. 1 of the WSIUA series. Further considerations and
supporting information are described in other reports. The major benefits lie in conservation of rural
water through the ability of urban areas to become sustainable in water supply using their own rainfall
and in a significantly improved urban and peri-urban environment. The li~t of benefits has been taken
from Clark and Cresswell (1993), modified in relation to more recent experien<:e, as below:

•

large volumes of water freed up for alternative allocations

•

stable, low costs for water supply, sewerage and drainage

•

reduced flood damages

•

reduced marine and estuarine pollution

Waler Su~talnohility in Urhsn Ar,:as
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•

reduced salinity of water supplies

•

sustained groundwater reserves

•

improved urban environments and amenity

•

less · lumpy' asset replacement costs for State governments

•

increased urban biodiversity

•

access routes along creek lines

•

a lower risk

...

~

of mass vulnerability to system failu~e

l

...
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CONCLUSIONS

Various fonns of diseconomy of scale of pipe networks have been identified. A model has been used
to confinn

so1i1e of the factors affecting the size of the diseconomics.

For the sewerage syslem in Adelaide, it has been shown that, overall, the diseconomies of scale of the
sewer system counterbalance

the economies of scale of other components of the system. Thus,

overall, little economy of scale exists over wide ranges of scale from a few thousai1d services to a few
hundred thousand services.

Density of development has a major influence on system costs, with costs/service being higher as 1he
density of development fulls_

The findings fur the sewerag1: system have been argued to apply to the water supply and drainage
sys1ems- If small scale water supply systems are designed to utilise stormw ater and effluent, some
savings can be made by sharing infrastructure costs. However, some additional costs will also be
required, mainly in the funn of additional pipes or treatment.

The final cost outcomes arl? unlikely to be significantly different for either the traditional designs
(assuming their cost levels do not rise) or the integrated, small scale designs. However, in other
reports

of this series it js argued that the existing systems, in Adelaide, will face increasing costs as

they attempt tQ meet new environmental challenges and overcome probkms of growing_ water
scarcity. These increased costs can be avoided by the small scale systems_

)

Water supply systems using sto1mwater and effluent have intrinsic qualities of sustainability not

,_;

shared by the larger systems. The inclusion of wetlands and ASR as key componenrs of these new
generation of urban water systems dictate that the systems must be small scale.

A change over of such magnitude will require considernble discussion. The data and information
contained in this report is of a preliminary nature, however, it has identified considerations. which, to
date, have not been generally revea\led, but which should be crocial to any further debate on the
future of urban water systems in Adelaide, Australia and elsewhere in the world.

Water Sus.ioinabilily in Urban Areas
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What are the Limits to ASR in Adelaide?
Richard Clark, Hydrologist, Richard Clark and Associates
Don Armstrong, Hydrogeologist, Lisdon Associates
August 2010

Summary
A future water supply scenario for the year 2050 has been modelled where Adelaide
has a population of 2 million persons and a 15% reduced regional rainfall. The
supplies were sourced only from i) the reduced Mt Lofty catchment runoff via capture
and storage in the existing 157 GL of Mt Lofty reservoirs, ii) a 50 GL/a desalination
plant, and iii) the volumes of stormwater and treated wastewater that would be
generated under that future scenario. A second quality pipe was assumed to supply
treated wastewater for public and private irrigation and toilet flushing.
Using continuous modelling at the daily time-step, it was shown that under the
assumptions made, these sources alone could support the expected potable and nonpotable water demands provided that 2-3% of the urban space could be set aside for
wetlands for stormwater capture and approximately 170 GL of long-term drought
storage could be accessed within the underlying tertiary aquifers for storage of the
captured stormwater and treated recycled wastewater. This figure equated to the
maximum difference that was calculated between the modelled cumulated recharge
and withdrawal rates over the worst drought sequence during the 100 years of model
operation.
In the initial water balance investigations salinity variations were not considered.
Hodgkin (DWLBC, 2005) investigated the amounts of water that could be recharged
and withdrawn from the aquifers without causing identifiable damages. He reported
that his estimates had a wide associated uncertainty. His figures appear to suggest that
the ‘most likely’ range from maximum recharge to maximum discharge would be of
the order of about 120 GL.
Initial groundwater modelling by the authors raises many questions about the working
of the aquifers under more ‘extreme’ operating conditions, but also raised the
possibility that, with greater understanding of certain key processes, the aquifers
might easily achieve the 170 GL required, thus suggesting that far higher priority
should be given to further research into this area, which could be vital for the
sustainable planning and management of Adelaide’s future water supplies.
1. Aquifer Storage as an Alternative to Surface Reservoir Storage.
The process of injection of surface water into aquifers via bores during periods of
excess, with the subsequent withdrawal from the aquifers during dry periods is here-in
referred to as ASR (aquifer storage and recovery) but is also referred to as MAR
(managed aquifer recharge). ASR has been successfully pursued in Adelaide for the
past 20 years, but the limits to the practice in Adelaide are not adequately known.

The objectives for development and operation of ASR schemes are exactly the same
as those for the construction and operation of traditional surface reservoirs. However,
in certain situations where aquifer conditions are suitable, there can be very great
economic advantages to developing ASR rather than surface reservoirs on account of
their proximity, low cost and freedom from evaporation losses.
A rule of thumb states that, in SE Australia where water supplies are traditionally
drawn from rural catchments, the volume of the surface reservoir storage required to
carry water supplies reliably and economically through the long term sequences of
floods and droughts is about 5-6 times greater than the average annual flow of the
stream from which the supply is taken. This high ratio is due to the inherent large
variability of the runoff from the catchments and the effect of high evaporation losses
during droughts.
Investigations have shown that where the sources of water to be used for supply have
a far lesser variability, such as is the case for urban stormwater and treated
wastewater, the amount of reservoir storage significantly reduces. This reduces even
further where the effects of evaporation can be avoided. It has been calculated (Clark,
2003) that where these sources are used in conjunction and the storage is in aquifers,
under Adelaide patterns of supply and demand, the equivalent volume of storage
required to carry the supplies through the long term falls dramatically to be only about
a third to a half of the annual volume to be supplied (ie 8-10 times less storage per
unit of supply than for traditional catchment supplies). Much of the reduction is due to
the fact that large proportions of the demand can be satisfied by direct supply
(particularly from wastewater), without the need for storage at all. An additional part
of the reduction is due to the reduced evaporation losses.
Because of the proximity of the aquifers beneath Adelaide to both i) the overlying
sources where stormwater and wastewater are generated and ii) the demands to which
these waters can be reticulated, the aquifers are the logical location for the storage of
these new sources of water. Experience shows that water harvested and stored this
way is considerably cheaper than most other alternatives.
The question arises, how much storage would be required if the aquifers were to be
used as a major storage facility for future water supplies in Adelaide, and could these
amounts of storage be located within the aquifers?
2. How Much Aquifer Storage would be Required for Future Supply Security in
Adelaide?
The likely water balance for a future Adelaide with a population of 2 million persons
under the expected changed climate of about 2050 has been investigated. The rainfall
was assumed to have reduced by 15%. The annual water demand at that time (taking
into account efficiency improvements and smaller gardens requiring irrigation) was
estimated as 367 GL/a (cf. 200 GL/a at present).
A previous WaterCress model capable of dynamically simulating the total water cycle
flows within the Adelaide region (Clark, 2003) was resurrected and modified to
accept the future population and development scenario and changed climate details. A
diagram, showing the averaged calculated flows is shown in Attachment 2.

The average annual production of local water at year 2050 (in GL/a) was modelled at:






Mt Lofty Ranges runoff
Desalinated seawater
Hillsface runoff
Urban stormwater
Wastewater
Total

99
50
21
152
160
482

(31% reduction from present level)
(33% reduction from present)
(assumes 20% loss after use)

These figures imply that an Adelaide demand of 367 GL/a could be sustainable up to
a population of 2 million (at least) utilising only 50 GL/a of desalinated seawater, but
no River Murray water at all, provided that (inter alia) sufficient storage volumes
were available for flow capture and subsequent bulk storage to balance the short and
long term variabilities of the supplies and demands. The main purpose of the model
was to track the water operations over 100 years and check the sizes of the storages
required.
In the model:


the Mt Lofty Ranges runoff and desalinated seawater were allocated to inhouse potable demand totalling 150 GL/a. The Mt Lofty Ranges runoff
continued to be captured in the present Adelaide area reservoirs (153 GL of
storage). 53 GL/a of Mt Lofty runoff and the full 50 GL/a of desalinated
seawater were supplied. The remaining 47 GL/a of potable demand was
supplied via treated stormwater.



All 80% of the generated wastewater (160 GL/a) was treated and reticulated
for urban public and private irrigation and toilet flushing. The total nonpotable demand was assumed to be 218 GL/a. A second pipe distribution
system was assumed. Storage of treated wastewater to balance against the
peak seasonal irrigation requirement was assumed to be located within the
tertiary aquifers via ASR. Stormwater made up the 58 GL/a shortfall. Thus
wastewater was not used for potable supplies at all.



The hillsface and urban stormwater runoff was captured in surface wetlands
and also stored in the aquifers via ASR. Separation between the stormwater
and wastewater was assumed. The stormwaters were used for infill to augment
either potable or non-potable demands whenever the other supplies identified
above were insufficient.



Many variants of the system are possible which could use different mixes of
the available sources. The different systems that were trialled attempted to
minimise storage requirements, but no optimisation was undertaken.

Using the trial and error modelling approach, the minimum sizes of all the surface and
groundwater storages that would carry the supplies through the 100 years with no
supply failures or restrictions were investigated. The storages were assumed to be
needed for i) surface capture of the stormwater, ii) its long-term drought storage in the
tertiary aquifers and iii) the over-season storage of treated wastewater, also in the
tertiary aquifers.

It was found that a total of 7 GL was required for surface capture of the stormwater.
This was assumed to be in wetlands with a mean depth of 1 metre, in which the upper
5.5 GL was ‘active’ harvesting storage (which would be frequently drawn down)
while the lower 1.5 GL was reserved for wetland/biodiversity conservation. When
distributed across the whole urban area, and allowing for buffer surrounding areas, the
land requirement would be equivalent to an allocation of about 2-2.5% of the
individual upstream catchment areas contributing flow to the wetlands. Figures 1, 2
and 3 show (respectively) the modelled storage variation over the 100 years for i) the
supplies provided from the Mt Lofty reservoirs, ii) the annually repeating pattern of
seasonal storage required for the wastewater and iii) the bulk-drought storage
variation required for the stormwater. The latter two storages are assumed to be
located in the tertiary aquifers.
Mt Lofty Reservoirs Tota Storage GL
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Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the combined storage variation for wastewater and stormwater
combined.
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Figure 4.
Note that the aquifer storages for the wastewater and stormwater use arbitrary volume
level datums.
The modelling showed that under this scenario i) the Mt Lofty reservoirs failed for 4
months in year 79. However the desalinated seawater and stormwater carried the
supply through with no failure at that, or any other time, ii) in all years 53 GL of
treated wastewater would have to be stored and recovered from one zone of aquifer
storage, while iii) in an average year 68 GL of harvested stormwater would have to be
stored and recovered from another zone. Thus, in an average year, a total of
53+68=121 GL would have to be cycled into the aquifers during the injection phase
followed by abstraction of the same volume during the recovery phase. The average
annual storage change would therefore be approx. +/- 60 GL about a mean storage
level.

Figure 4 shows 8 years when storage was depleted below the notional 900 GL storage
level. The lowest storage was calculated at 886 GL and this was taken as constituting
the most severe drought period in the 100 years of system operation. This lasted for
12 years from year 53 to year 64. During this period the injections failed to average
121 GL/a while the abstractions continued at that level. The range of combined
wastewater and stormwater storage over this period thus fell from a maximum of
1053 GL to a minimum of 886 GL, a range of 167 GL
The modelling therefore showed that a peak aquifer storage requirement of about 170
GL would be required to carry supplies for 2 million persons through the worst
drought in 100 years (even allowing for a future climate change scenario). The
calculation also allowed for an annual loss of 5 GL/a from the aquifers, whereas there
would probably be a positive contribution from natural recharge.
Further details on the water balance are given in Attachment 2.
These figures imply that Adelaide could be sustainable up to a population of at least 2
million utilising 50 GL/a of desalinated seawater, but no River Murray water, if the
range of addition and withdrawal from water stored in the aquifers of about +/- 85
GL/a was feasible. The question arises whether this range of storage (or more?) could
be accessed within the aquifers beneath Adelaide? The question of salinity is
addressed, but the modelling did not estimate the salinity levels.
3. How much Storage could be Accessed within the Adelaide Aquifers?
It is estimated that the total water stored in the tertiary aquifers beneath Adelaide is of
the order of 18,000 GL, or nearly 100 times the volume of the Mt Lofty reservoirs or
50 times greater than the 2050 year estimated annual demand rate. The catch is that,
while only an extremely small proportion of this total volume would be required to be
accessed for ASR (less than 1%) there are known to be relatively severe limitations on
the rate at which water can be added and withdrawn and there are assumed to be
limitations on the total volumes that can be added and withdrawn.
It is known that if too much water is added, existing uncapped bores will become
artesian and commence to flow, basements may be flooded and, in the extreme, the
structure of the aquifers may be damaged. Similarly, if too much is withdrawn,
aquifers may again become damaged, land subsidence may eventually occur and more
saline water will be drawn in, making the water less usable. Moreover, even under
less extreme additions or withdrawals, many hundreds of existing bores, which have
been established to only work over a more limited range of storages, would require to
be modified.
Hodgkin estimated that the limitation to further additions (above the then existing
2003 storage levels) for all aquifers would be a maximum of about 79 GL. However,
after considerations of likely environmental and social damages/inconveniences he
estimated that the ‘practical’ limit may lie more in the order of about 25-50 GL. While
the Hodgkin work concentrated more on the limitations to addition than the
limitations to withdrawal, he did however imply that 96 GL was a possible limit to the
volume of withdrawal below the 2003 level. At this level, the water in storage in the
confined aquifers would start to be drawn down below the level of the confining
aquicludes (the geologic strata that contain and confine the aquifers).

In hydrogeologic terms this lower level marks the very significant boundary between
the condition where water is held in ‘elastic storage’ within the aquifer and that where
it is held in ‘pore storage’. However, while the hydraulic and geologic implications
and social inconvenience to existing bore users of extending to this level were
identified, the physical consequences for going beyond this limit were not examined
in detail. The possible significance of this omission is discussed in Section 4 below.
If Hodgkin’s limits of (say) plus 37 GL to minus 96 GL were taken as the likely
initially estimated upper and lower limits to the range of feasible storages (with a
confidence of estimation of +/- 30%), the summed range (133 GL) is of the order of
the 170 GL estimated by modelling to be that required to carry water supplies through
to the year 2050 (or longer) with only a 1% risk of partial failure. A water system
based on this storage availability would approach feasibility, although many
uncertainties would require to be further investigated. Some of these are explored
further below.
Hodgkin’s estimates were made without the assistance of dynamic modelling. The
true situation cannot be adequately assessed without employing dynamic modelling,
where the critical effects of the sequencing of droughts and floods are accounted for.
The results of a dynamic modelling study are provided below.
4. Results of Groundwater Modelling During the 1 in 100 Year Drought Sequence.
The modelled performance of the Tertiary aquifer systems beneath Adelaide during
the 13 years of maximum drawdown identified in Figure 4 was tested by applying
monthly rates of net injection/extraction, as determined by the WaterCress model over
this period, to a 3D groundwater model originally constructed by Dr N.Z.Gerges as
part of his PhD studies.
The model was constructed using the standard USGS groundwater model
MODFLOW, supported by the PMWIN graphic interface.
The model consists of 5 layers with an east/west extent of 55.5Km and a north/south
extent of 64Km. The model domain is divided into 174 rows and 139 columns
resulting in 5*174*139 = 120930 model cells, as shown in Figure 5 below.
Model geometry is based on the interpretation of over 2000 drillholes and many
pumping tests and the original model was calibrated against many years of observed
water levels.
The two Tertiary aquifers are located beneath several layers of Quaternary upper
aquifers. The 5 layer sequence of aquicludes and aquifers beneath the upper aquifers
is:

layer 1: Aquiclude. Hindmarsh Clay (Quaternary).

Layer 2: 1st Tertiary aquifer (T1). Top surface
–30m to –100m AHD
Bottom surface –50m to –180m AHD.

Layer 3: Aquiclude. Munno Para Clay.

Layer 4: 2nd Tertiary aquifer (T2). Top surface –70m to –220m AHD
Bottom surface –140m to –300m AHD.

Layer 5: Clay Aquiclude.

20 distributed sites for recharge/discharge bores were chosen between the Gawler
River in the North and Brownhill Creek in the South with a set of 4 bores simulated at
each of the 20 sites. These are shown as the sets of 4 red squares on Figure 5.

COLUMN 95

~.
•••

Figure 5. The grid structure of the model used for the study also showing the 20
locations for injection and recovery, overlain over Adelaide.
The daily values of injection and discharge calculated by the WaterCress model were
totalled to give monthly values of net injection or discharge. Because the T2 aquifer is
deeper and thicker than the T1 and therefore has a greater capacity for ASR storage
the total monthly exchanges were proportioned in the trial ratios of 80%, 70% and
60% for T2 and 20%, 30% and 40% for T1 respectively.
The average bore flux per day was calculated for each month by dividing the monthly
net flux by the number of days in the month, and expressed as a rate of ML/day/bore.
The trial period of 13 years from January 1955 to December 1967, covering the worst

drought identified by the 100 years of surface water modelling, was selected as input
to the MODFLOW model.
Figure 6 shows the time series results of head observations at the 3 observation bores
shown in Figure 5. The model heads at the beginning of the 13 year run were set at
values similar to the present day heads in both aquifers The ‘worst’ outcomes in terms
of the maximum and minimum head development over the period of modelling
occurred during 1964 (days 3000 to 3150 in Figure 5), with the least worst results
obtained under the assumed 40% T1; 60% T2 exchange proportions. Figures 7 show
the north-south cross section of maximum and minimum heads located along Column
95 at the time of the maximum and minimum heads observed at the observation bores.
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Figure 6. Time series of Drawdown developed at the ‘worst’ location in the T1 (red)
and T2 (blue) aquifers during the 13 year modelled period. Note the –ve drawdown is
positive head above the zero datum. Ie a drawdown of -150m is a positive head of
+150 m above datum.
Figures 7a and 7b show the pressure heads developed along the column 95 N (LH) –
S (RH) cross section for both aquifers (in relation to their upper and lower surfaces
and the ground level) at the time of the maximum head rise shown for end of summer
to end of winter 1964 period at about days 3000 to 3150 in Figure 6.
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Figure 7b. Minimum heads developed in 40%/60% scenario
An interesting feature of Figure 6 is that although the period from day 1 (Jan 1955) to
day 3000 (March 1964) covers the period of maximum withdrawal from the aquifer
over the 100 years of WaterCress water balance modelling, the maximum drawdown
as calculated by the MODFLOW model remains very stable and does not show any
increasing trend. In fact it is the large head rises at the end of the drought (150m in
T2) which may be of greater concern. The reason for this situation can be seen in
Figure 8, which shows the depletion of the combined aquifer storages by ASR (ie the
cumulated difference between the injection and the recovery over the 13 years of
water balance modelling) and the average rates of monthly injection and recovery. It
can be seen that Figure 6 follows more closely in Figure 8 to the variation in the rates
of transfer rather than to the cumulated storage depletion. The reason for this is
believed to be two-fold.

First, the MODFLOW model takes into account the fact that the aquifers receive
natural recharge from the Mt Lofty ranges in addition to that injected via the ASR
process. This recharge applies a constant positive pressure to the aquifers and works
to reduce the drawdown during the recovery phases and to augment the pressure rises
during the injection phases.
Second, while the WaterCress model assumed that the maximum aquifer injection and
recovery rates were equal, the actual average monthly injection rates are not
necessarily equal. Because the WaterCress model assumes a constant summer
irrigation demand pattern, but the winter stormwater supply pattern is rain dependant
and thus more variable, the actual injection rates are more variable that the recovery
rates and generally peak at a higher actual value. The injection rates during the winter
of 1964 were the highest during the 13 years of groundwater modelling and caused
the spike in the maximum pressures recorded.
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It should be noted that the maximum heads shown are transient, and only apply for
short periods. While the pressure will cause uncapped bores to become artesian,
requiring that they be capped, the movement of water into (say) basements will be
slow and will be reversed before any significant flow actually takes place. In terms of
danger to aquifers, a rule of thumb is that an aquifer can stand an excess pressure
(above ground) equivalent to the depth to the aquifer. Figure 7a shows that this rule of
thumb is not being exceeded.
It should be noted that the exchange sites were randomly selected and not trialled for
their optimum location or exchange rates. So it can be expected that further trialling
will be able to match the exchange locations and rates to the aquifer properties.
Moreover, because of the limited number of bores included in the model (20*4 = 80),
the individual bore fluxes ranged from a maximum injection rate of 11.15
ML/day/bore to a maximum extraction rate of 10.09ML/day/bore. These rates are
some 5 to 10 times greater than are normally experienced for ASR bores completed in
the Adelaide environment. To gain a better appreciation of the head distribution
associated with individual bores it will be necessary to use a much finer model mesh
and to increase the number of bores by at least 5-10 times. Individual bores will then
have flow rates of the order of 15-30 L/sec rather than the 129L/sec implied in the

current model version. With lower individual flow rates at more widely spaced
locations, the resulting range of head fluctuations will also be expected to be
considerably less than those calculated using the current model.
The model did however provide a first evaluation of the ability of the aquifers to cope
with the simulated changes in storage under the extreme scenario of providing the
Adelaide water supply by ASR under the modelled assumed conditions.
In summary, under the assumptions of the worst 8 year drought in a 100 year
simulation scenario, in which Adelaide (with a population of 2 million with a 2050
predicted climate) is provided with most of its water from its previously generated
and stored stormwater and wastewater, it was found that the drawdown in the aquifers
did not deplete their elastic storage limits. The calculated head fluctuations, while
large, are kept to acceptable levels due to the high rate of lateral inflow from an area
of aquifer much larger than the area from which pumping was simulated, plus minor
net inflows from the eastern boundary of the model domain. During the 13 year
simulation 31.5 GL was recharged to the aquifers from model cells representing the
Adelaide Hills.
It would therefore appear that the aquifers beneath Adelaide have far greater potential
for bulk storage when the performance of the system as a dynamic, elastic storage is
considered, than has been previously estimated on the basis of a static, constantvolume storage.
5. Further Considerations. Aquifer Dewatering.
Further to the above, it is noted that while Hodgkin identified the lower limit of
withdrawals as the point at which the storage level reaches the upper level of the
aquifer from which the water is being withdrawn, he did not examine the
consequences of exceeding this level, particularly for short periods of (say) several
months, or even years, only. This limit has actually been exceeded in practice in
several locations on the North Adelaide plains over the recent past without any
damage being identified as a result. These occurrences have been associated with the
development of a major ‘cone of depression’ in the groundwater store created by the
long term, high rates of withdrawal of water for irrigation in the Virginia area. With a
reduction in withdrawals over the past decade, the cone is recovering.
Hodgkin adopted this lower limit because, below it, the water pressure in the top of
the aquifer falls below atmospheric pressure. This means that if there are any open
bores in the immediate vicinity, air will be drawn into the top of the aquifer over the
area of sub-atmospheric pressure where no air had previously existed. However:


this in itself may not be damaging, particularly if it is not long-lived; and,



(more strategically important) it may, in fact, be of enormous potential benefit
because, with the entry of air into the top of the aquifer in that area, the aquifer
will become unconfined. Once unconfined, the yield of water per unit decrease
in further pressure is about 100-1000 times greater than it was before aeration
occurred.

A hypothesis is therefore advanced that because of the far higher yields that ensue as
soon as ‘dewatering’ commences, the pumps will not be able to draw the pressures
any significantly further down. This lower limit is therefore virtually self-correcting.
No significant hydraulic changes are likely to occur beyond this level (particularly if
the ‘limit’ is exceeded temporarily) other than the stabilisation of pressures at this
level. Geochemical/biological changes may occur but information on this is difficult
to locate.
A further consideration is that under normal conditions there is a relatively steep
drawdown cone of depressurisation around each withdrawal bore. Since the supply
from each bore is limited to (say) 2-3 ML/d and 1.5 GL/d may be required to be
withdrawn from the aquifers on peak summer drought demand days, 500-700 ASR
bores may be required to be distributed across the whole of the Adelaide area (cf
about 2000 bores presently exist). Each of these will be ‘puncturing’ the top of the
relatively level aquicludes that overlay the Tertiary aquifers and each bore will be
surrounded by its individual cone of depression. The pressure surfaces across the
whole of the aquifer/aquiclude interface will therefore be very ‘peaky’ in relation to
the relatively flat level of the interface itself. Only a small proportion of the area of
the aquifers may therefore become temporarily unconfined at any time. The mean
pressure reduction will therefore be considerably less that the pressure reductions at
the individual bore sites. The design drawdown should therefore concentrate equally
on the average drawdown as the peak drawdown at the individual bores.
6. Salinity Management.
The surface stormwater injected into the aquifers will be about 100-200 mg/L.
Wastewater may be about 400-800 mg/L or more. The salinity of the present
groundwater in ‘natural’ storage in the upper levels of the tertiary aquifers varies from
about 1000 to 5000 mg/L. Water withdrawn may therefore vary widely from about
100 to 5000 mg/L, the bulk being at the lower level, but rising to the higher levels
during droughts. A system of salinity management will therefore be required if wide
fluctuations in salinity of water supplied are to be avoided.
Salisbury Council has investigated a system where saline groundwater is continuously
extracted from the aquifer and desalinated using windpower. The desalinated water is
recharged to the upper level of the aquifer in a location where it can be recovered for
use. The brine is recharged to the base of the aquifer where it is expected to slowly
disperse towards the sea.
It is suggested that desalination should be investigated as a concomitant part of
groundwater management. The power requirements for desalination of groundwater
(or wastewater) will be considerably less than that of seawater.
The short term expedient of mining and desalinating groundwater could be
investigated as a response for meeting emergency water supply situations.
7. Conclusions
1. Adelaide could sustain relatively low cost water supplies up to year 2050 with an
assumed 2 million population and a 15% reduction in rainfall, if it could utilise the
aquifers beneath it as storage reservoirs. The maximum range of storage required
during the 100 year period of modelling was 170 GL (from ‘most full’ to ‘most

empty’, with the most empty condition occurring towards the end of an 8 year period
of drought from 1955 to 1964. The storage calculated in this way does not take
account of natural recharge and hence overestimates the true storage depletion.
2. A previous estimate of the volume of storage that could be accessed within the
Adelaide aquifers indicated a maximum of about 37 GL above present levels, to a
maximum of 96 GL below (ie. a total range of 133 GL, with an uncertainty of +/30%.). While the ‘above’ level was addressed in some detail, the ‘below’ level was
not.
3. The present modelling has given a preliminary indication of the range of transient
pressure heads that would be developed within the T1 and T2 aquifers under the
required regime of injections and withdrawals during this critical 13 year period. The
positive levels were within the range of acceptability with respect to aquifer integrity,
but would require significant attention to bore integrity and other effects. The
negative levels did not cause dewatering and appear to be acceptable without integrity
concerns.
4. Further modelling, with a greater number of bores, with optimisation of their
placement and operation (with respect to the aquifer properties) and working at a
shorter time-step, could produce outcomes that had less associated problems. In
particular, if the mode of operation could include partial dewatering, the range of
operating levels could be shifted downwards to decrease the high positive levels.
Under dewatering the lower levels would tend to stabilise when dewatering
commenced.
5. Salinity management will become a major problem to be addressed as the more of
the aquifer water is drawn into the operations. Desalination of groundwater will
require less energy than of seawater.
..
6. If the range of storage in the aquifers could be extended beyond 170 GL (to say 250
GL), Adelaide could be expected to be totally sustainable for its water supplies into
the long term foreseeable future (say 3-4 million persons) using and re-using its own
local water sources at relatively low continuing costs.
7. Because of the enormous strategic benefit to securing ASR as a major functioning
component of future water supplies in Adelaide, urgent attention should be given to
further modelling and field data gathering to refine the accuracy of these present
estimates.
Attachment 1. Current work being undertaken
Richard Clark, Don Armstrong and Nabil Gerges are all ex-State government senior
hydrologists who have long term experience in urban hydrology and groundwater
modelling. All have played significant initiating and development roles in achieving
the present success with stormwater harvesting and ASR in Adelaide and elsewhere.
The group has been concerned for some time at the slow progress with investigations
on the limits to ASR, particularly in respect to its potential strategic role in securing
low cost future ‘sustainable’ water supplies for Adelaide.

Clark has previously reported on the extensive use of his WaterCress model to
identify local ‘total water cycle’ budgets for Adelaide and the sizes of storages
required to utilise these local sources for future secure water supplies and flood
mitigation (Clark 2004, 2005). Gerges and Armstrong have collaborated in
establishing and using groundwater models of the Adelaide region to calibrate
observed water level and pressure changes and make predictions on future scenarios.
They were jointly involved in the preparation of Gerges PhD Thesis ”The Geology
and Hydrogeology of the Adelaide Metropolitan Area”.
It is already clear that there is a pressing need for additional field investigations to fill
gaps in present groundwater knowledge. This whole area of investigation is seen as
being of highest priority and requiring ongoing attention over at least the next
decades.
Attachment 2. Additional Information on the 2050 Adelaide Water Balance.
The diagram below shows the layout of the simplified WaterCress model used to
determine the 100 year flows discussed above. The figures show the long term annual
average flows in the various pathways for a future scenario.
Basic data incorporated into the model is given below:
Demand: Equiv 840,000 households with 2.6 persons/household = 2.18 million
Potable water at 188 L/p/d = 150.0 GL/a
Toilet (non-potable) at 63 l/p/d = 50.3 GL/a
Garden irrigation (non-potable) at 200 kL/house/a = 168 GL/a
Total non-potable = 218 GL/a

Stormwater Runoff: 840,000 houses * (350 m2 roof + 420 m2 pavement)/house
Roof losses IL = 1mm/day, Continuing Loss = 28%
Pavement IL = 2mm/day, Continuing Loss = 23.5 %
Zero runoff from pervious areas. Total runoff = 152 GL/a
Assume pervious areas @ 30%. Hence total built area = 840 km2
Then total runoff 151.6 GL/a equiv to 180 mm/a = 40% runoff
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The following supply priorities were adopted in the model:
Potable supply: Priority 1 for water taken from the desalination plant. Equal priority 2
for water taken from the Mt Lofty reservoirs and stormwater. (For the stormwater,
first priority from wetland storage, second priority from aquifer storage).
Non-potable supply: Priority 1 for water taken from the wastewater plant. Priority 2
from stormwater

Attachment 3. Key Extracts from the Hodgkin Report.
The following summarises key estimates given in Section 9 of the report on the likely
volumes of water that could be extracted from, or added to the (then) present 2003
storage levels within the T1 and T2 tertiary aquifers. The underlined parts summarise
the key conclusions referenced in the submission:
a. Groundwater currently held in elastic storage within the evaluated sedimentary
aquifers totals about 96 GL.[This is the amount of water which could be
pumped from the sedimentary aquifers in lowering their 2003 standing water
levels to the top of the aquifers.]*
b. The sub-artesian sedimentary aquifer elastic storage capacity where level rises
are limited to 2 m below ground is about19 GL ± 30%. [This is the amount of
water which if injected into the sedimentary aquifers would raise their 2003
standing water levels to 2 m below ground level.]*
c. The artesian aquifer storage capacity where groundwater is stored under
artesian conditions to approximately 50% of the aquitard fracture pressure
levels is about 79 GL for all aquifers ± 30%. [This is the amount of water
which if injected into the sedimentary aquifers would raise their 2003 sub
artesian standing water levels to artesian levels typically 25 to 80 m above
ground level assuming that the artesian limit is 45% of the depth to the aquifer
below ground level.]*
d. The refinement of additional aquifer storage capacities to exclude areas having
potentially high adverse environmental risks and those areas with
unfavourable aquifer conditions diminishes the sub artesian capacity by 2 GL
to 17 GL ± 30% and the artesian capacity by a third to 53 GL ± 30%.
e. A likely practicable regional aquifer elastic storage capacity includes a mix of
sub-artesian and artesian areas is of the order of 20 GL to 40 GL plus the 5 GL
10 GL available from fractured rock aquifers and existing elastic groundwater
storage within the major sedimentary aquifers. This makes the total likely
aquifer storage capacity of the region about 25 to 50 GL. [This is the max
likely ‘practical’ storage level above the 2003 standing water levels].
f. Withdrawal of native groundwater prior to the first ASR injection cycle to
increase the storage capacity may be an option in brackish or saline aquifer
areas [e.g. using the lower 25 GL possible elastic storage limit, withdraw and
use or dispose of 25 GL of the brackish or saline water (being about a quarter
of the 96 GL regional 2003 elastic storage) prior to the first winter harvesting
season thus increasing the cyclic harvested water storage exchange capacity
to 50 GL/a]*. However, it is unlikely that large proportions of the existing
storage capacity could be accessed by ASR projects given the potential for
adverse impacts on surrounding wells, [plus the environmental challenges
associated with the management of the brackish and saline water for the prewithdrawal option]* and the need to secure allocation transfers in prescribed
well areas.
Note* Inserts by R Marks to clarify the report conclusions in relation to the matters
discussed at the Water Commission’s Diversity of Water Resources for South
Australia groundwater resources discussion group meeting on 17 November
2008.
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